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CHAPTBR-I 
INTRODUCTION 
OBJECTIVE AND PURPOSE 
The objective of the instructional programme of M.Phil. 
Remote Sensing Applications is to impart knowledge of Remote 
Sensing Applications for thematic mapping and different 
techniques of Remote Sensing. The M.Phil, course comprises 
study of the theoretical concepts of Remote Sensing and their 
practical applications for Natural Resource Evaluation and 
Thematic mapping. The course structure includes theory 
papers, lab. courses and dissertation. 
This dissertation is written in partial fulfillment of 
M.Phil, degree in Remote Sensing Applications. It presents 
interpretation of the Geology of Bhilwara Supergroup using 
remotely sensed data outputs. 
SCOPE OF WORK: 
The present dissertation is in partial fulfillment of 
the M.Phil Remote Sensing Applications program which 
envisages "Interpretation of Geology through Multiband TM 
data in parts of Jaipur and Tonk districts of 
Rajasthan, India". 
The program of work included review of the TM sensors, 
interpretation of TM output in different bands through visual 
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FIG. 1 
and digital analysis of the TM outputs. To eliminate analysis 
of large volume of digital data, band selection exercise for 
different Geological and Geomorphological elements was 
carried out using Radiometer covering range of 450 to 900 nm. 
AREA: 
The area of 1261.5 Sq.Km. was mapped in Jaipur and Tonk 
Districts of Rajasthan. The area lies in parts of Survey of 
India sheet Nos.45 N and 54 B and is included within 
longitude 750 40 "E to 76° Z5' E and latitude 26«> JO ' N to 26® 
30'N (Fig .1). The area is covered by Quadrant - II of the TM 
scene 147 - 042 of LANDSAT-V. 
Jaipur, Tonk, Sawai Madhopur are important towns in the 
area. The area is approachable from Jaipur which is connected 
by air, rail and road links with the rest of the country. 
Almost all the villages in the area are approachable by 
motorable roads in dry season. 
CLIMATE: 
The area under study has a dry semi-arid climate, it 
has hot summer season of about four months which is from 
middle of March to June. During this period the temperature 
is high and dry air with heat wave is experienced. Monsoon is 
confined to the area from July and August where South-West 
Monsoon advances. There is short winter season from November 
to middle of March. 
BACKGRODHD IHPORNATKMI 
(BHILWARA SUPER 6S00P) 
General stateaent: 
Metasedimentary sequences with associated migmatic 
complex and igneous intrusives representing the geological 
cycle older than Aravalli cycle i.e.over 2500 M.Y. old, has 
been assigned to the Bhilwara Supergroup. The Bhilwara 
Supergroup comprises predominently of metaplelite and 
quartzite» proto-quartzite, conglomerate, metagrawacke, meta-
dolomite, mata-limestone, marble, calc-silicate, calc-schist, 
paragneiss, para-arophibolite, metavolcanics, felspathic mica 
schist and gneisses, migmatite composite-gneiss, granite, 
granitic gneiss, granodiorite, charnokite, norite, and 
ultramafics. These rocks have attained progressively higher 
grade regional metamorphism from green schist facies in the 
east to granulite facies towards west culminating io 
syntectonic migmatization. The rocks of Bhilwara Supergroup 
are overlain in the west by Aravalli rocks in the southern 
part and by Delhi rock in the northern part with an erosional 
unconformity. The base of Bhilwara Supergroup is not exposed 
and is concealed under Vindhyan rocks. The rocks of the 
Bhilwara Supergroup on the southern end are covered by the 
Deccan traps. 
The belt of Bhilwara Supergroup of rocks extend in a 
crescent shape for a distance of over 400 kms. from 
Pipalkhunt in the south to Jaipur in the north-east and 
beyond. In the south the width of Bhilwara Supergroup is few 
km. which increases to 130 km. across Bhilwara. Rocks strike 
NW-SE in the souths north-south on west of Chittaurgarh and 
ENE-WSW in the Hindoli Area. 
Previous Work 
In the previous stratigraphic scheme migmatites and 
various gneisses together with associated high grade 
roetaroorphite (amplibolite to granulite facies) and basic and 
acid intrusives occurring in the west below the Aravalli's 
and Delhi's were included into the Banded Gneissic Complex 
and a large body of granite west of Chittaurgarh in Berach 
river valley included in Bundelkhand gneiss and were regarded 
as the oldest rocks of Rajasthan and Gujarat (Gupta, 1934; 
Heron, 1936, 1953; Gupta and Mukherjee, 1939). These were 
given stratigraphic position under pre-Aravalli Formation 
(Pascoe, 1973). The adjoining low grade metamorphites (Green 
schist facies occurring on east marginal to Vindhyan basin 
exposed in Bari Sadri, Bhadesar, Hamirgarh, Mandalgarh, 
Hindoli, Sawai Madhopur etc. were considered as Gwalior 
facies of the Aravalli system (Pascoe, 1973). The 
relationship between these rocks and Banded Gneissic Complex 
was considered to be of an erosional unconformity. Heron 
included Darauli, Pur-Banera, Zawar and Jahazpur outcrops 
into Raialo Series and Rajmahal into Delhi System on the 
basis of lithological similarity. 
Raja Rao (1967) on the basis of revisional work done by 
various G.S.I. Officers at that time, included the 
metasediments along with migmatite and various gneisses of 
Banded Gneissic Complex, metapelitic rocks of Gwalior series 
and calcareous rocks of Raialos, occurring below the base of 
Aravalli/Delhi, into Bhilwara Group, recognising that 
genissic rocks of the Banded Gneises complex are results of 
roigmatisation and the conformable relationship exists between 
calcareous rocks and underlying rocks in Pur-Banera, Sawar 
and Jahazpur, Balmiki Prasad (1965-67), Raja Rao and 
Iqbaluddin (1966) and Dutta (1967-68) found that the Berach 
granite intruded into erstwhile Gwalior facies of rocks 
around Chittaurgarh (Raja Rao et al. 1971). 
Prasad (1973, 75, 76, 77) considered that the 
metasediments belong to the pre-Aravalli Geosynclinal cycle, 
which on regional metamorphism and syntectonic migmatisation 
gave rise to migmatite and various gneissic rocks of Banded 
Gneissic Complex. The Berach granite intruded the aforesaid 
metasediments during the late tectonic migmatic phase of the 
geosynclinal cycle. He further considered Bari-Sadri, Hora, 
Mandalgarh and Ranthambhor quartzite to be mollasse facies of 
this geosynclinal cycle. He grouped meta-sedimentary rocks 
into Chittaurgarh group in Chittaurgarh area and migmatites. 
gneissic rocks and berach granite into Mangalwar group, and 
both were included into pre-Aravalli Supergroup. The 
metagrayacke horizon in Sujanpura-Baickki Dauri Area (Sahai, 
1973) and synsedimentary basic volcanics in Nsonwa and 
Phungatalab (Prasad, 1977) indicate geosynclinal depositional 
environment. 
The synthesis, carried out by Gupta et al. (in press) 
has included the entire belt of pre-Aravalli rocks in 
southern Rajasthan as "BHILWARA SUPERGROUP" comprising 
metasediments as well as megmatic event belonging to the 
geological cycle older then the Aravalli. They have assigned 
the sequence to the Bhilwara geological cycle. In the 
standard stratigraphy, the Bhilwara Supergroup has been 
coneTidered to belong to Archean II ( 2550 M.Y.). The age of 
Bhilwara Supergroup has been determined from geochronology of 
the Berach granite which has been dated to be 2,585 M.Y. by 
Crawford (1976). 
NETH0D0L06T 
For extraction of thematic information multi-level data 
were used.The TM Computer compatible tapes, TM P.C.C.'s, 
ratio images, classified images and Survey of India 
toposheets were used as data source. The digital data 
products were processed digitally and analysed through 
optical processing using photographic and geotechnical 
elements. The thematic data base was generated through 
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convergence of evidence collated from the recognition 
elements. The instrumentation, data products and procedures 
adopted in the present study have been described in brief. 
Equipment Dsed: 
In order to work out Geology and Georoorphology with the 
help of Remote Sensing in Jaipur and Tonk Districts of 
Rajasthan. The different instruments and computer systems 
were used for thematic analysis of TM Data in visual and 
digital modes are: 
1. SPECTRAL RADIOMETER: Hindivac Spectro-radiometer 101 was 
used for Radiometric data collection for band selection. The 
Reflectance percentage curve and training sets were prepared 
for the study area. 
2. VAX-11/780: It is super minicomputer, used for the 
calculation and preparation of reflectance percentage curve 
for the Radiometric data collected in the field. 
3. ISROVISION: The PC AT based computer system having 
dedicated digital image processing software for Remote 
Sensing data analysis was used for thematic interpretation. 
4. DIAZO PRINTER: Hard copy diazoprints were prepared from 
dipositive of TM bands. The yellow. Cyan and Maganta prints 
were registered to project FCC's. 
5. LARGE FORMAT OPTICAL ENLAR6ER: It is used for enlargement 
of transparencies of bands 2,5 and 7 of TM sensor. The l:57<Si0OO 
data products were enlarged to 1: 14-4000 scale for visual 
interpretation of different thematic elements in the scene. 
6. DYNASCAH: It is enlarging lens system used for visual 
interpretation of Hardcopy prints and FCC's. It gives 4- x. 
Data Product Used 
Various hard copy products were prepared using digital 
data CCT of LANDSAT - V, TM sensor for the frame 147-042, on 
ISROVISION PC AT. The products prepared and used for the 
interpretation are as follows : 
1. False colour composite. 
FCC Band 2 3 4 (Standard FCC) 
FCC Band 1 4 5 
FCC Band 7 5 4 
FCC EXEL BA7; BA2; EXEL BA4 
HYBRID FCC BI(5,7); B 4/1; B 5/2 
2. Ratio Images 
RATIO 5/7 
3. Transparencies for Band 2, 5 and 7. 
4. Unsupervised classified image for Band 2 3 4 5. 
5. Supergroup Classified Image. 
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Procedure Adopted 
Brief of the procedure has been presented in the form 
of Flow Chart. 
Elsa Chart 
Visual interpretation. 
PCC's, Ratio Images, Stretched 
images, classified images and 
Transparencies. 
Pre-field interpretation. 
Photographic elements Geotechnical elements. 
External sources, 
toposheet, 1:250,000, 
Geological maps etc. 
Convergence of evidence. 
Thematic interpretation. 
Map preparation. 
- Geological. 
- Geomorphological 
- Landuse/Landcover. 
Field Check. 
Incorporation of details 
after field check. 
Final Maps 
- Geological 
- Geomorphological 
- Landuse/Landcover 
Dissertation. 
11 
R6P(»tT AHD NAP: 
Visual and the. digital interpretation thematic outputs 
were combined with the back ground information and through 
registration of multiple analysis Geology^ Geomorphology an6 
Landuse maps were prepared on the base map. 
Through concurrence and synthesis of the spatial, 
thematic data generated by combined man-machine processing 
and checked through selective ground surveys the report was 
prepared, which is presented in this dissertation. 

CHAPTER-II 
FUNDANENTAI. OF REMOTE SENSING 
REMOTE SENSING: 
It is an art/science of measuring electromagnetic 
radiation (EMR) emitted and reflected by the surface of the 
earth and interpreting thematic information from EMR 
signatures. 
EMR RADIATION: 
EMR is dynamic form of electromagnetic energy which 
travels in harmonic sinusoidal fashion. It propagates at the 
velocity of light. The electromagnetic waves include 
sinusoidal electric and magnetic waves. These two waves are 
at right angle to each other and both are perpendicular to 
the direction of propagation (Fig.2) . 
eiactric fwld 
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The electromagnetic wave propagation is based on 
following two theories. 
Wave Theory 
Particle or Quantum Theory 
Wave Theory: Wave theory describes electro-magnetic energy 
as travelling in a harmonic, sinusoidal fashion at the 
"Velocity of light". From basic physics it obeys the general 
equation: 
C = ^ 
where 
u - wavelength 
f - frequency 
C - constant = 3 x 10® cm/sec 
Particle or Quantum Theory: This theory suggests that EMR is 
composed of many discrete units called photon or quanta. 
Q = hf 
where h - planks const. (6.626 x 10*"^* J sec) 
f - frequency 
When relate both the theories 
C = ^ - wave theory .... 1 
Q = hf - particle theory .... 2 
C//U = Q/h = f 
OR Q = ch/fx 
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OR Q OC 1/yU 
The relationship in equation 3 QOQ 1/yn suggest that 
larger wavelength will have smaller energy levels and as such 
will not be suitable for the Remote Sensing Applications. 
ELBCTKOIIKGIiBTXC SPBCTIOni 
The electromagnetic spectrum is the contineous range of 
energy that varies from IQ-^/tm to l O ^ ^ m wavelength, 
and travels at the speed of light. It can propagate through 
vacuum such as outer space (Fig.3). 
FIG-3 
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Ataodpheric Window: The gases of the atmosphere water 
vapours, carbon dioxide and ozone absorb electromagnetic 
energy at specific wavelength intervals. The wavelength 
interval with in which the atmosphere readily transmits 
electromagnetic radiation is referred atmospheric windows 
(Fig.4). Different atmospheric window for remote sensing 
purposes are presented in table 1. 
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TABLB-1 
Atmospheric 
Window 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Spectral 
Region ^pn) 
0.3 - 1.3 
1.5 - 1.8 
2.0 - 2.6 
3.0 - 3.6 
4.2 - 5.0 
7.0 - 15.0 
Remarks 
Useful for photography in 
visible and NIR region. 
Used for acquiring Imager; 
in NIR and MIR region. 
Useful for Imagery in MIR 
region. 
For thermal imageries 
Microwave sensors will operate in the window at 1 mm to 1 
meter. 
INTERACTION MECHANISM OP EMR: 
Electromagnetic energy that encounters matterr whether 
solid, liquid or gas, is called incident radiation. 
Interaction with matter can change following properties of 
the incident radiation: intensity, direction, wavelength, 
polarization, and phase. The science of Remote sensing 
detects and records such changes which can be interpreted to 
identify the characteristics of the matter which has caused 
such changes. This interaction follows the principal of 
conservation of energy 
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i.e. Ei (A) - ER (A) + EA ( A) + ET (A) 
vhere Ej ( Pv) > Energy incident of wavelength A 
ER ( A) * Energy reflected of wavelength A 
EA ( A) ' Energy absorbed of wavelength A 
ET ( A) " Energy transmitted of wavelength A 
The EMR responses which incident li^ht produces after 
encountering atmosphere or any object are: 
TransBission: It is the part of incident energy which passes 
through the media. The velocity changes with the changes in 
the media i.e. from Air to water. 
JJMorption: The incident EMR absorbed by the matterr this 
energy is largely used to heatup the matter. 
Bnittance: The incident radiation after being absorbed is 
usually emitted from substance at the longer wavelengths as a 
function of temperature and structure of the substance. 
Reflection: Incident EMR is returned from the surface of 
material with the angle of reflection equal and opposite to 
the angle of incidence. Reflection is caused by surfaces that 
are smooth relative to the wavelength of incident EMR. 
Scattering: Incident energy deflected in all direction when 
it interacts with particles and molecules having a size 
similar/smaller to the dimension of wavelength of EMR. There 
are three type of scattering: 
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1. Rayleigh scattering: When particle size is less than the 
wavelength of EMR. The shorter wavelength are effected. Blue 
sky is caused due to the scattering of shorter wavelength 
when the sun angle is high. 
2. Nie Scattering: When particle size is equal to the 
wavelength of EMR. Low sun angle has scattering of long 
wavelength which cause Red sky. 
3. Non-Selective Scattering: When particle size is equal to 
wavelength of EMR. There is more or less equal scattering of 
Blue, green and red light cause white clouds and fog. 
THE EMR USED FOR REMOTE SEMSIMG APPLICATIONS: 
The full range of EMR from 0.03 >uro to 30 cm is not 
enable to penetrate atmosphere. Therefore certain portion of 
EMR is used for Remote Sensing Applications. Gamma ray. X-ray 
and ultravoilet are completely absorbed by atmosphere. 
Photographic UV Band (0.2 - 0.4 psa) can be detectable on film 
but atmospheric scattering is severe. Visible, infrared. 
Reflected IR, Thermal IR, Microwave and Radar waves are 
suitable for Remote Sensing Application. Radio waves, are 
longest wave of the whole spectrum are used for Radar sensing 
of long wavelength. Following table-2 represents EMR 
interaction and its usefulness for Remote Sensing 
Applications 
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{TabXe 2) 
Region 
Gamma ray 
X-ray 
Ultraviolet 
Wavelength Remarks 
Photographic 
UV band 
Visible 
Infrared 
Reflected IR 
band 
Thermal IR 
band 
< 0.03 yum 
0.03 to 3.0fxm 
Incoming radiation is compl-
etely absorbed by the upper 
atmosphere and is not avail-
able for remote sensing. 
Completely absorbed by atmos-
phere. Not employed in Remote 
sensing. 
0.03 to 0.4/101 Incoming wavelength less than 
0.3 meu m are completely abs-
orbed by ozone in the upper 
atmosphere. 
0.3 to 0.4 >um 
0.4 to 0.7 yum 
0.7 to 1.0 /um 
0.7 to 3.0 /nm 
3 to 5 fva, 
8 to 14 /vn 
Transmitted through atomos-
phere. Detectable with film 
and photodetectors, but atom-
ospheric scattering is severe 
Imaged with film and photo-
detectors. Includes reflected 
energy peak of earth at O.Sutt 
Interaction with matter varies 
with wavelength. Atmospheric 
transmission windows are 
separated by absorption bands. 
Reflected solar radiation that 
contains no information about 
thermal properties of mat-
erials. The band from 0.7 to 
0.9 urn is detectable with film 
and is called the photographic 
IR band. 
Principal atmospheric windows 
in the thermal region. Images 
at these wavelength are acqu-
ired by optical-mechanical 
scanners and special vidicon 
systems but not by film. 
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Microwave 
Radar 
Radio 
0.1 to 30 cm 
0.1 to 30 cm 
More than 
30 cm 
Longer wavelength can pene-
trate clouds, fog and rain 
. Images may be acquired in 
the active or passive mode. 
Active form of microwave 
remote sensing. Radar images 
are acquired at various 
wavelength bands. 
Longest wavelength portion 
of electromagnetic spectrum. 
Some classified radars with 
very long wavelength operate 
in this fashion. 
PLATFORMS AND SENSORS: 
The aerial photography has been used for resource 
survey since 1958. The earlier platforms were balloons and an 
ordinary camera was used as sensor. Later introduction of 
aircrafts and more sophisticated aerial cameras were 
introduced for photogrammetric surveys. The advent of 
satellite age heralded the dawn of a new era in the science 
of remote sensing. A brief resume of platforms and sensors 
used in Remote Sensing Applications is presented. 
Platforms 
Platforms are basically divided into two types: 
1. Airborne platform 
2. Space borne platform 
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1. Airtx>riie Platforas: These can be classified into balloon 
borne and aircraft based platforms. 
A. Balloon Platforas: The utilization of balloons for remote 
sensing purposes was started in late Nineteenth century. The 
balloons going upto 49 km altitude were developed by 1972 to 
use for studying earth's surfacer the atmosphere and 
celestial bodies. 
B. Aircraft based Platforas; Aircrafts are commonly used as 
remote sensor platforms for obtaining photographs and scanner 
data. In India four types of aircrafts are currently used for 
» 
remote sensing operations. Table 3 gives the details: 
Aircraft 
(USED IN INDIA) 
DAKOTA 
AVRO 
CESSNA 
CANBERRA 
(USED ABROAD) 
U-2 
ROCKWELL:X-15 
TABLB-3 
Ceiling height 
18,200-20,000 ft 
25,000 ft. 
29,000 ft. 
45,000 ft. 
18,300 mts. 
108,000'mts. 
Minimum 
speed 
(km/hrs) 
240 
600 
350 
360 
798 
6620 
User Agencies 
lAF/NRSA/Air 
Survey Company 
lAF/NRSA/Air 
Survey Company 
lAF/NRSA/Air 
Survey Company 
lAF/NRSA/Air 
Survey Company 
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2. Space Borne Platfoca: Platforms in space are not affected 
by atmosphere and hence the orbit can be defined. Entire 
earth or any part of the earth can be covered at specified 
intervals. The mode can be geostationary permitting 
continuous sensing a portion of the earth or sun-synchronous 
with low altitude polar orbit covering the entire earth at 
the same equator crossing time. They can also be used to view 
the extraterrestrial bodies without the intereference of the 
earth's atmosphere. The space borne platforms are divided 
into three classes as under: 
A. Low Altitude Satellite: Some important low altitude 
satellites are: 
a. LANDSAT Series of five satellite 
b. SPOT Satellite 
c. NOAA Satellite 
d. TRIOS - N Series 
e. SEASET 
f. BHASKRA - 1 & 2 
g. IRS Series 
The above satellite are sun-synchronous near polar 
platforms 
B. High Altitude Geostationary Satellite: Some important 
satellite are: 
a. GEOS 
b. INSAT Series 
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C. Space Shuttle: Space shuttle has neither Geostationary 
nor Sun-synchronous. SEASAT-1 is the example for space 
shuttle. 
Sensors 
1. Active and Passive Sensors: 
Based on the source of energy used, remote sensing 
sensors can be divided into: 
A. Active Sensors 
B. Passive Sensors 
A. Active Sensors: The term "active" refers to a sensor that 
supplies its own source of energy or illumination at the 
object in order to measure returned energy. Radar, SLAR, 
SEASAT and SIR are example of active remote sensing satellite 
and systems. 
B. Passive Sensors: Passive sensors are those records energy 
naturally reflected or radiated from the terrain. MSS, TM, 
HRV, LISS-If LISS-II are some of the example of passive 
system. 
2. CLASSIFICATION OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SENSORS ON THE BASIS 
OF MODE OF ACQUISITION OF DATA: 
The eye is a familiar organic Remote Sensing System. 
The inorganic Remote Sensing System are of two types. 
A. Framing System 
B. Scanning System 
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A. FraBing System: Framing system instantaneously acquire an 
image of an area/Frame on the terrain. A framing system 
employs a dense array of detectors at focal plane, cameras 
and vidicons are common example of such system. 
a. Canera: It employs a lens to form an image of the scene at 
the focal plane in which the image is sharply defined. A 
shutter opens at selective intervals to allow light to enter 
the camerar where the image is recorded on the photographic 
film. The films are sensitive for .3/um to .9yum range of 
EMR. 
b. Vidicon: It is type of T.V. camera that record the image 
on a photosensitive phosphorus coated electrically charged 
surface. An electron beam then sweeps the surface to detect 
the pattern of differences that constitute the image. The 
electronic beam produces a signal that may be recorded on 
magnetic tape for eventual display on film. RBV of landsat 1# 
2, 3 is the example of Vidicon framing system. 
B. Scanning System: The scanning system employees a single 
detector with a narrow field of view which sweeps across the 
terrain to produce an image. When photons of electromagnetic 
energy radiated or reflected from the terrain encounter the 
detector, an electrical signal is produced that varies in 
proportion to the number of photons. The electrical signal is 
amplified, recorded on magnetic tape, and played back later 
to produce an image. There are four common scanning mode. 
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a. Cross Track Scanning System: It employs a faceted mirror 
that is rotated by a motor, with the horizontal axis of 
rotation aligned parallel with the flight direction. MSS and 
TM of landsat series are the examples of cross Track scanning 
system (Fig. 5). 
b. Circular Sceuming System: In circular scanning system, the 
scan motor and mirror are mounted with a vertical axis of 
rotation that sweeps a circular path on the terrain. Only the 
forward portion of the sweep is recorded to produce images. 
Circular scanners are used for reconnaissance purposes in 
helicopters and low-flying aircrafts (Fig. 5). 
c. Along the Track Scanning: These are Pushbroom Scanners. 
For a scanner to achieve a better spatial and spectral 
resolution, the dwell time of each ground resolution cell 
must be increased. One method is to eliminate the scanning 
mirror and provide an individual detector for each ground 
resolution cell across the ground swath. The detectors are 
placed in a linear array in the focal plane of the image 
formed by a lens system. Airborne scanning system, HRV, 
LISS-I and LISS-II are the exarnple of Pushbroom type of 
scanners (Fig. 5). 
d. Side scanning system: It is an active system, because it 
provides its own energy source. The example is a Radar System 
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that transmits pulses of microwave energy and records energy 
scattered £r<»n the terrain back to the antenna (Fig. 5). 
e. Nttltispectral System: The framing and scanning system 
described above record a single image that represents a 
single spectral band. For many Remote Sensing. Applications, 
it is essential to record a scene with multispectral images, 
multiple image acquired at different spectral bands. 
Framing system for multispectral images has two major 
disadvantages; (i) Each image is acquired with a separate 
lens system and it may be difficult to register the multiple 
images, (ii) The spectral range of the camera systems is 
restricted to the visible region and part of the reflected IR 
region. 
SATELLITES 
The artificial satellites development and launching I'n 
orbit began sometimes in fifties. Initially they were only 
used for defence purposes but later on they were also used 
for civil applications. The applications of satellite for 
Remote Sensing began with the manned satellites. Mercury, 
Gemini and Apollo in 1960s. Excellent photographs on black 
and white and colour negative films were taken. Mission GT-4 
took the first formal photograph from space specially 
directed at Geology. With the success of Gemini GT-4 
photographic experiments in Geology, further developments 
were made to acquire photographs of various geographic and 
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oceanographic phenomena. First multispectral photography for 
earth resource studies were taken from Apollo 9. In 1973, 
Skylab/ the first American space workshop was launched and 
its astronauts took very good images of the earth. This 
experiment was the first to demonstrate the complimentary 
nature of photography and electronic imaging from space. With 
the success in space photography, NASA with the cooperation 
of U.S. Department of Interior launched a series of Earth 
Resources Technology Satellites (ERTS). These satellites 
were further renamed as LANDSAT series. 
Other countries also started programmes for the 
development of Remote Sensing satellites. In 1978 the French 
Government decided to undertake the development of SPOT 
programme and subsequently SPOT-1 was launched in 1986. India 
has recently launched its own Remote Sensing satellites, 
called Indian Remote Sensing Satellite-IA. It was launched 
from O.S.S.R. on 17th March 1988. 
Lot of satellites have been launched from different 
countries but the data of only few are used for Remote 
Sensing purposes both in India and abroad. The most useful 
satellites for Remote Sensing purposes are the LANDSAT 
series, SPOT and IRS. In RADAR Remote Sensing from space 
data acquired from SEASAT and SIR are frequently used. 
LANDSAT Series 
The data of LANDSAT series are most widely used for 
Remote Sensing purposes as they are cheap and of good 
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quality. So far five LANDSAT satellites (ERTS) have been 
launched by NASA into near polar sun-synchronous orbit. They 
are butterfly shaped systems, about 3 m. tall and 1.5 in. 
diameter/ with solar panels extending to about 4 m (Table-4). 
TABLE-4 
Satellites Orbit Operation period Sensors 
LANDSAT 1 18 days/917 km July 1972 to 
January 1978 
LANDSAT 2 18 days/917 km January 1972 to 
July 1983 
LANDSAT 3 18 days/917 km March 1978 to 
March 1983 
LANDSAT 4 16 days/705 km July 1982 to 
October 1983 
MSS, RBV, DCP 
MSS, RBV, DCP 
MSS, REV, DCP 
MSS, TM, DCP 
LANDSAT 5 16 days/705 km March 1984 to 
June 1989 
MSS, TM, DCP 
The mission of LANDSAT series was to collect Remotely 
sensed, multispectral band data, transmit data for storage at 
ground stations operating under formal agreement. 
The first three LANDSATS which have almost same 
operation mechanism are regarded as first generation 
satellites where as LANDSAT 4 and 5 are regarded as second 
generation satellites. LANDSAT 6 and 7 are to be launched 
shortly with improved mechanism. 
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LANDSAT is capable of covering the entire earth, except 
for the polar regions beyond 82° North and South latitudes. 
Some characteristics of LANDSAT-1, 2, 3 and LANDSAT-4, 5 are 
given in Table-5 and 8. 
TABLE 5 
Characteristics LANDSAT LANDSAT 
1 , 2 , Z 4, 5 
Time taken for one orbit 
Number of orbits/days 
Total number of orbits (path) 
Temporal resolution (Repetitive coverage) 18 days 
Inclined angle from normal at Equator 
Distance between successive orbit 
Swath 
Equator crossing time (local suntime) 
Image side lap at Equator 
One board data storage 
Total field of view 
IFOV (MSS) Resolution 79 x 79 m 82 x 82 m 
IFOV (TM) Resolution - 30 x 30 m 
1. Sensors on Board 
The sensors on board LANDSAT series are: 
A, Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) 
103 min. 
14 
251 
90 
2760 km. 
185 km. 
9.42 AM 
14% 
Yes 
11.560 
99 min. 
14.5 
233 
16 days 
8.20 
2752 km. 
185 km. 
9.45 AM 
7.6% 
No 
14.92© 
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B. Multispectral scanner (MSS) 
C. Data Collection System (DCS) 
D. Thematic Mapper (TM) 
A. RETURN BEAN VIDICON: 
It consist of television camera and view 185 x 185 km. 
ground area simultaneously. Resolution for the first two 
satellites was about 80 ra. and that of LANDSAT-3 was about 40 
m. RBVs do not contain films but instead their images are 
stored on a photosensitive surface. Then by electronic 
devices these scanned images are converted to video signals 
within each camera. 
REV was used in LANDSAT-1, 2 and 3 but they are not 
used in LANDSAT-4 and 5. 
B. MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (NSS): 
This sensor covers a 185 km. swath with resolution of 
79 m. in four spectral bands. These bands are designated as 
Bands 4, 5, 6 and 7 in LANDSAT-1, 2 and 3. Identical bands 
used in LANDSAT-4 and 5 were designated as band 1, 2, 3 and 
4. 
The IFOV of the scanner gives a resolution cell of 
approximately 79 m. on a side. The total field of view is 
11.56°. The mirror oscillates once every 33 millisecond and 
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six ccftitinuous lines are scanned simultaneously with each 
mirror oscillation. Four arrays of six detectors give analog 
signals which are converted to digital form by an on board 
analog to digital converter. Each frame covers an area of 
about 185 X 185 km. with 10% over lap between successive 
scenes. Each scene has 2340 scan lines, with about 3240 
pixels per line and about 1, 581, 600 pixels per channel 
(Table-6). 
TABLE-6 
HSS SPECTRAL BANDS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 
Band Wavelength {Jim) Principle Applications 
0.5 - 0.6 (Green) 
0.5 - 0.7 (Red) 
and vegetation discrimination, 
6 0.7 - 0.8 (IR) 
Detecting cultural features, 
gravel pits, quarries, useful 
in areas of deep, clear water 
and for greater water 
penetration 
Better atmospheric penetration, 
excellent for showing silty 
water flowing into clear 
water, cultural feature 
identification, for Geology 
Vegetation, boundary between 
land and water delineating 
water bodies. 
0.8 - 1.1 (IR) Best for Geology, delineation 
of water bodies and for 
vegetation. 
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Bands 4, 5, 6 and 7 have been used in LANDSAT-1, 2 
and 3, they are equivalent to bands 1/2, 3 and 4 of the 
LANDSAT-4 and 5, 
C. Data Collection System (DCs): 
LANDSAT satellites also function as a communication 
relay satellite through its DCS. Each DCS can collect 
information every 12 hours on eight variables such as 
temperature, stream flow, snow depth, soil moisture, wind 
direction, wind velocity, etc. These data are received and 
transmitted to ground base processing stations when the 
satellite passes over the DCP. 
D. Thematic Mapper (TN): 
The TM is highly advanced multispectral scanner used 
in LAUDSAT-IV and LANDSAT-v incorporating a number of 
spectral, radiometric, and geometric design improvements 
relative to MSS. 
It is cross track scanning system and records data in 
seven spectral bands of which three are visible, three 
reflected IR and one thermal IR. Each band has 16 detectors 
except Band 6 which has 4 detectors. It has ground coverage 
of 185 X 185 kms. Band 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 has resolution 
cell of 30 X 30 mts. where as band 6 which is thermal band 
has resolution cell of 120 x 120 mts. A TM image consist of 
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5965 scanlines, each of which is 185 km long in the scan 
direction and 30 mts wide in the orbit direction. A single 
scanline is consist of 6167 pixels. Table-7 presents spectral 
range of TM band/ their MSS equivalent and characteristics. 
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TABLE-? 
BAND RANGE 
Oum) 
MSS EQUIVALENT CHARACTERISTICS 
1 0.45-0.52 
(BLUE) 
NO Equivalent 
2 0.52-0.60 
(GREEN) 
0.63-0.69 
(RED) 
0.76-0.90 
(NEAR IR) 
Coincide with 
Band 4 
Coincide with 
Band 5 
Coincide with 
Band 6 & 7 
i) Maximum penetration of 
water, which is useful 
for bathymetric mapping 
shallow water (i.e. 
coastal water mapping). 
ii) Soil/vegetation discri-
mation. 
iii) Forest type mapping, 
iv) Differentiating decid-
uous from coniferous 
trees, 
v) Cultural feature 
identification, 
i) Designed to measure 
green reflectance peak 
of vegetation for vege-
tation discrimination 
and vigor assessment, 
ii) Cultural feature ident-
ification, 
i) Chlorophyll absorption 
band for plant species 
differentiation, 
ii) Cultural feature ident-
ification, 
i) Useful for determining 
vegetation type, vigor 
and biomass content, 
ii) Useful for shoreline 
mapping and water body 
delineation, 
iii) Soil moisture discrim-
ination. 
1.55-1.75 
(MID IR) 
No Equivalent 
10.40-12.5 No Equivalent 
(THERMAL IR) 
i) Indicates moisture 
content of soil and 
vegetation, 
ii) Penetrates thin clouds, 
useful for different-
iating snow from cloud, 
iii) Good contrast between 
vegetation types, 
i) Useful in vegetation 
stress analysis, 
ii) Nighttime image are 
useful for thermal 
mapping and for estim-
ation of soil moisture. 
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2.08-2.35 No Equivalent i) Coincides, with an 
(MID IR) absorption band caused by 
hydroxyl-ions in minerals 
, useful for discrim-
ination of mineral and 
rock types, 
ii) Ratio of Band 5 and 7 
are potentially useful 
for mapping hydro-
thermally altered rocks 
associated with mineral 
deposits, 
iii) Indicates vegetation 
moisture content. 
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TAP^E 8 
COMPARISON BBTWEEH HgS ^ BB Ig gEWSOPg 
Characteristics MSS TM 
Gray value range 
Number of detectors 
in one band 
Total number of 
detectors 
Direction along which 
data are collected 
Data transmission rate 
Resolution 
Number of bands used 
0-63 
6 
24 
West to 
East 
15 Mbps 
80 X 80 m. 
4 
0-255 
16 and 
4(band 6) 
100 
Both West to East 
and East to West 
85 mbps 
30 X 30 m 
120 X 120 m (band 6) 
7 
'm^SBt 
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CHAPTER III 
KEYS FOR IMAGE INTERPRETATION 
To work out the M.Phil research work in parts of Tonk 
and Jaipur District of Rajasthan, Remotely sensed satellite 
data have been used and interpreted visually and digitally. 
The visual interpretation is carried out using Dynascan and 
Large Format Optical Enlarger on Satellite image for frame 
147 - 042. The interpretation is based on the Fundamental 
elements of visual image interpretation. The digital image 
interpretation has been carried out on ISROVISION, PC AT 
based computing system and VAX 11/780 computing system. 
Various enhancement techniques have been used to get thematic 
maps of interest and the classified image has also been 
prepared. 
The visual and digital image interpretation keys are as 
follows: 
VISUAL INTERPRETATION 
Geology, Geomorphology and Landuse maps have been 
prepared through visual interpretation using hardcopies and 
transparencies of Tonk and Jaipur District of Rajasthan. 
In order to workout the thematic maps from FCC, 
Dynascan has been used for the enlargement and enhancement of 
the informations. The transparencies have been enlarged four 
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times on Large Format Optical Enlarger and maps were 
prepared. The Survey of Tndia Toposheets were used as an aid 
for ground truth. Image interperation techniques have been 
used to generate relevant information for the Geology/ 
Geomorphology and Landuse. 
The keys applied are: 
Fundamental elements of Image interpretation 
Geo-technical elements. 
Ground Truth. 
Fundanental Elenents Of Image Interpretation: 
A systematic study of image involves several basic 
characteristics of features shown on the image. An image 
consists of pixels with different gray values out of 255 gray 
levels, this difference in the gray value of pixels appears 
as shade variation and defines the geometry of the image. The 
fundamental elements of the image which develop due to the 
shade variation comprises tone, texture, pattern, shape, 
size, shadow and associations. These serve as the visual 
interpretation keys. 
1. Tone: 
It refers to the relative brightness or colour of the 
object on the image. Tone is used for differentiating the 
objects on the basis of variation in colour or shades of 
gray. 
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2. Texture: 
It is frequency of tonal change within the image. The 
textural change indicates non-similar features with in the 
image. 
3. Pattern: 
It is typical arrangement of the ground elements 
recorded with in an image. 
4. Shape: 
Shape refers to general form, configuration or outline 
of the individual object. Shape helps in identifying the 
objects. 
5. Size: 
Size is used as recognition element by relating one 
object on the image with other known objects. It is 
dependent parameter which varies with the scale of the image. 
6. Shadow: 
Shadow is used as a tool for the recognition of objects 
on the basis of size and shape of the shadow. 
7. Association: 
It has helped as recognition element in logical 
deduction. The spatial correlation of objects is used to 
identify the features. 
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The identification of features and objects on the image 
has been done by collective consideration of all the photo-
recognition elements. 
Geo-Technical Elements: 
Lithological mapping from images has been accomplished 
by analysis interpretation of spectral and spatial 
information within the images which is modified by the type 
of terrain present, its climatic environment and history, and 
prevailing geomorphic processes and their stage of 
development. Thus for thematic deductions analysis of the 
geo-technical elements is carried out which together with the 
ground truth from external sources leads to the compilation 
of Geological and Geomorphological maps. The geo-technical 
elements used as interpretation keys are as follows: 
1. Landforms 
2. Vegetation types 
3. Drainage density and pattern 
4. Erosional pattern 
5. Landuse 
6. Climate 
1. Land Foras: 
Landform analysis helps in the identification of soils, 
rock types and geological environment, when interpreted in 
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conjunction with other photo-recognition elements coupled 
with an understanding of the climatic influences on 
geomorphic processes landform analysis is one of the most 
important techniques for lithological identification from 
images. Based on the mechanics of erosion and deposition land 
forms can be divided into: 
A. Erosional Landforms 
B. Constructional Landforms 
On the basis of Landform analysis, sedimentary rocks 
are more readily recognizable in images and yield more 
litholo'gical information then either igneous or metamorphic 
terrains. 
A. Sedinentary rock identification on Landform analysis: 
The sedimentary rock has greater diversity of rock 
types, often displaying pronounced differential resistance to 
erosion so that resistant rock acquires high relief and less 
resistant beds are lowered by weathering and erosional 
process. Sedimentary terrains are distinguished in images by 
their distinct banded appearance. The intensity of banding 
reflects many factors including thickness, diversity and dip 
of the rock units, as well as extent and amount of surfacial 
cover by unconsolidated materials. In Arid region where 
parallel retreat of slopes produces distinctive landforms 
such as mesas and buttes, the horizontal bedding can be 
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distinguished by bending along topographic contours and 
change in slope characteristics due to the presence of both 
resistant ajid non-resistant rocks. 
B. Igneous rock identification from Landform analysis: 
Extrusive igneous rock can be recognized by the 
features like lava flows distinguished by their lobate 
patterns, expressed topographically or by vegetation, and 
their frequent association with the volcanoes and their 
relation to local tectonic features. Intrusive igneous rocks 
can be recognized by dykes which are identified by their 
linear or curvilinear topographic expressions. Also large 
intrusive bodies such as plugs, stocks, loccoliths, and 
lopoliths have arcuate shapes which are expressed by the 
topography. 
C. Netamorphic Rock identification from Landform analysis: 
Identification of metamorphic rocks is often difficult 
with the greatest amount of information obtained in terrains 
where metamorphism and deformation has not been intense and 
the primary structures of the original rocks are still 
preserved. 
2. Vegetation Types: 
Although vegetation cover obscures the landsurface, it 
can still provide information useful for direct lithologital 
discrimination and recognition of structures. Under uniform 
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climatic conditions, plant communities are often specific to 
the rock type and soil/ such as Xerophyte grows in Arid and 
semi-arid zone. Conifers in cold climate and Willows in high 
moisture areas. Presence of big Bushy trees in hardrock areas 
indicate fault zone which provides water to the plant. 
Different vegetation pattern and their significance is 
summarized in the table below {Table -9). 
TABLE-9 
Pattern Characteristics Significance 
BLOCKY Forest, Random distribution a) MIXED FOREST 
LINEAR 
ALIGNMENT 
of trees either mixed or 
single species 
Linearly aligned 
vegetation 
CURVILINEAR Curvilinear alignment 
ALIGNMENT of vegetation 
PARALLEL 
LINEAR 
ALIGNMENT 
Parallel and linear 
arrangement of 
vegetation 
PARALLEL Parallel and 
CURVILINEAR curvilinear arrange-
ALIGNMENT ment of vegetation 
sandy and granular 
soil and subsurface 
be either sandstone, 
conglomerate or 
granatic rocks. 
b) SINGLE SPECIES FOREST 
Indicates clay or loamy 
soil and subsurface will 
be either shale, phyllite 
or volcanic flows. 
Reflects isolated planes 
of weakness such as faultSi 
vertical beddings, joints 
etc. 
Indicates thrust and low 
angle fault. 
Indicates joint set, 
foliation plane or roads. 
Bedding trend and compo-
sition variation in 
lithology. 
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3. Drainage Density And Pattern: 
Drainage analysis is an established and widely used 
interpretive technique. Drainage density, stream frequency 
and drainage pattern must be interpreted in context of 
climate, relative relief, and ground conditions. The drainage 
density increases and decreases with the permeability of the 
surface material. The impermeable material will have more 
numerous drainage than the permeable surface material. The 
drainage pattern primarily reflects the influence of 
structure and secondarily the influence of lithology. The 
significance of most frequently occurring drainage patterns 
is summarized in the table 10 given below: 
TABLE-10 
Pattern 
DENDRITIC 
Characteristics Significance 
TRELLIS 
Irregular branching 
of streams 
Sub-parallel streams 
aligned along nearly 
parallel topographic 
features with short 
perpendicular inter-
connected channels. 
Develops in flat lying areas 
of uniform composition with 
little or no structural 
control. Suggests near hori-
zontal sedimentary rocks, 
massive intrusive rocks, or 
strongly metamorphosed 
rocks. 
Most likely to develop in the 
areas of sedimentary rocks 
with marked structural controls 
due to alternating resistant 
and non-resistant beds. 
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RECTANGULAR Abrupt right angle 
deflection of stream 
directions. 
RADIAL Streams diverge from 
centrally elevated 
point 
May indicate structural 
control. 
Develops on domes, volcanic 
cones and other types of 
isolated conical or sub-
conical hills. 
DERANGED Irregular stream 
courses that flows 
in and out of lakes 
or swamps 
Develops on glacial deposits 
where the post glacial 
drainage has not yet been 
integrated into a well 
defined pattern. 
A. Anomalies observed and their Significance: 
The drainage anomaly is the deviation of the drainage 
from its regional pattern. The anomalies are due to sudden 
interruption in the path of drainage which signifies Geo-
physics of the region. These anomalies may be expressed as: 
a. Rectilinearity of the channel 
Rectilinear segment in the drainage channel is due to 
presence of veins, dykes, faults or sudden increase in the 
gradient of the channel. 
b. Development o£ Meanders 
Abrupt localized appearance of meanders across a rivers 
channel will indicate the presence of active zones of uplift, 
which is due to fault, fold, dome, igneous intrusive or any 
activity related to neotectonics. 
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c. Compressed Meanders 
The presence of compressed meander will indicate the 
vertical uplift in the area of meandering. 
d. Abrupt change in Drainage pattern 
Abrupt change in drainage pattern in the local drainage 
signify lithological boundary. 
e. Anomalous Bends 
The anomalous bends may develop due to fault or change 
in the lithology. 
f. Anomalous lavees 
The anomalous width of the lavees are caused by buried 
structural features. 
g. Anomalous ponds 
The presence of violated ponds or alluvial fills along 
the path may indicate daming of river either by subsidence in 
the upstream block or uplift in the downstream. 
4. Erosional Pattern 
Gullies are very small drainage features that can be 
seen on an image which results from erosion by run off the 
rainfall precipitation. The initial rivulets enlarge and take 
on a shape which is characteristic of the material in which 
the gullies are carved. In generalr narrow, deep v-shaped 
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guHy profile develops in unconsolidated lithologies; wide 
and shallow shaped profile develops in softer lithologies and 
very wide, flat rounded cross section in crystalline rocks. 
The different types of gully cross sections, their 
characteristics and significance is presented in table 11. 
TABLE-11 
TYPES OF GULLY 
CROSS SECTION 
CHARACTERISTICS SIGNIFICANCE 
V-Shaped 
U-Shaped 
Gently 
Rounded 
Short steep triangular 
V-shaped gully profile 
Compound gradient 
first steep and later 
flat and cross section 
is rectangular. 
Long gullies with flat 
and long cross section 
Granitic sandy soil on 
the surface and sub-
surface lithology may 
be sandstone conglomerate 
or granitic rocks. 
Indicates silt and 
loess. 
Indicates clay on the 
surface and shale or 
volcanic flow in the 
sub-surface 
5. Landuse 
Landuse provides indirect information for visual image 
interpretation some of the Landuse and their significance has 
been presented in the table 12. 
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TABLE-12 
TYPE SIGNIFICANCE 
CULTURAL FEATURES 
SELECTIVE LANDUSE 
(in Arid Zone) 
restricted to topographically high relief 
area and signifies presence of natural 
lavees in fluvial regimes. 
Indicates presence of moisture content. 
SELECTIVE LANDUSE Sub-surface lithology may be schist, 
(in Hard rock Area) lime stone/phyllite or shale etc. 
CULTIVATION 
AGRICULTURAL 
ACTIVITIES 
Leveled topography clay and loamy soil, 
sub-surface may be fine grained sand 
stone/shales/siltstone or their meta-
morphic derivatives. 
restricted to low lying areas. 
ORCHARD 
FOREST 
Well drained soil. 
rugged topography, sub-surface may be^  
sand stone or granite. 
6. CliBatic Effect: 
Significance difference in landforms results from 
widely different climatic conditions. Under a given set of 
climatic condition some geomorphic processes will dominate 
over others, and impart to landscape diagnostic 
characteristics. The difference in the landscape produced 
under different climatic conditions can be well illustrated 
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by the diverse landforms of limestone terrains. In humid 
regions limestone is very susceptible to weathering by 
solution and develops characteristic solution cavities called 
karst, which are readily discernible in images, where as in 
arid regions limestone is a resistant rock and commonly forms 
cliffs or ridges. Thus impact of climate is a major 
consideration in the convergence of various recognition 
elements for logical deduction of thematic information. 
DIGITAL INTERPRETATION KEYS 
The digital image processing can be grouped in three 
classes: 
Image restoration and correction 
Image Enhancement 
Image classification 
Image Restoration And Correction: 
This typically involves the initial processing of raw 
data to correct data for geometric distortions, to calibrate 
data radiometrically and to eliminate noise in the data. This 
is preprocessing stage and is not usually carried out by the 
interpreter because datas received in the Computer compatible 
Tape are preprocessed. 
laage Enhancement: 
Image enhancement involves the improvement of an image 
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in the context of particular application. The objective is 
to create "new" images from the original scene in order to 
increase the amount of information that can be interpreted 
from the data. Generally! enhancement distorts the original 
digital values; therefore enhancement is not done until the 
restoration processes are completed. The image enhancement 
techniques can be categorized: 
1. Contrast Manipulation 
A. Gray level thresholding 
B. Level slicing 
C. Contrast stretching 
2. Spatial Feature Manipulation 
A. Spatial filtering 
B. Edge enhancement 
3. Multi-Image Manipulation 
1. Contrast Manipulation 
Contrast Manipulation increases the resolving power and 
detection capabilities of image. It can be further divided 
into following types: 
A. Gray Level Thresholding 
Gray level thresholding is used to segment an input 
image into two classes - one for those pixels having value 
below an analyst defined gray level and another for those 
above this value. As an example take a TM Band scene of an 
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area which in parts covered by water and land. In this image 
there will be more or less similar distribution of gray level 
on land and water. If we are interested only in water body, 
we set threshold at a DN such that land appears black. This 
helps us for further study of water body. 
B. LEVEL SLICING 
Level slicing is an enhancement technique where by the 
DN's distributed along the X-axis of the image histogram are 
divided into a series of analyst specified intervals or 
"slices". All the DN's falling with in a given interval in 
the input image are then displayed at a single DN in the 
output image. Consequently, if six different slices are 
established, the output image contains only six different 
gray levels. The result looks something like a contour map. 
Each level can also be shown as a single colour. 
C. Contrast Stretching: 
Contrast stretching is to extend the narrow range of 
brightness values typically present in an input image over a 
wider range of gray values. The sensitivity range of LANDSAT 
TM and MSS detectors is designed to record a wide range of 
terrain brightness from black basalt plateaus to white sea 
ice under a wide range of lightening conditions. Few 
individual scenes ha.ve a brightness range that utilizes the 
full sensitivity range of the MSS and TM detectors. To 
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produce image with optimum contrast ratio, it is important to 
utilize the entire brightness range of the display medium. 
There are different methods used for contrast stretching 
depending upon the requirement of the user for particular 
theme: 
a. Linear contrast stretching 
b. Non-linear contrast stretching 
c. Histogram equalization 
a. Linear Contrast Stretching 
This is the simplest method of contrast enhancement. A 
DN value of the low value of original histogram is assigned 
to extreme black, and a value at the high end is assigned to 
extreme white (Fig. 6). 
The linear contrast stretching greatly improves the 
contrast of most of the original brightness value but there 
is loss of contrast at the extreme brightness and extreme 
darkness values. Linear contrast stretching is useful where 
there is no effect on the information related to thematic 
mapping by omitting about 4% of DN values at the Brightness 
end and darkness end of the histogram (Fig. 6). 
b. Non-Linear Stretching 
In non-linear stretching, there is non-uniform 
enhancement of certain portion of DN values with in the 
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histogram. If in our thematic mapping, it is desired to 
stretch one DN level and compress the other, we use non-
linear stretching: 
i) Logarithmic Stretching 
Logarithmic stretching is used to stretch lower DN 
level and compress the higher DN level values (Fig. 7). 
INPVT — > 
ii) Exponential Stretching 
It is reverse of lograthimic stretching. In exponential 
stretching lower DN values compress while Higher DN values 
stretch. (Fig. 8.) (See Plate 1) 
INPUT 
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iii) Piece-wise Stretching 
It is a combination of linear and non-linear stretching. 
In piece-wise stretching, we divide the whole range of DN 
values into pieces, and now we can apply any linear or non-
linear stretching on any particular piece of the whole range 
of DN value. The application of a particular method depends 
upon the requirements of the interpreter (Fig.9). 
IMPUT 
c. Histogcan Equalization: 
One drawback of linear stretching is that it assigns as 
many display levels to the rarely occurring image values as 
it does to the frequently occurring values. To improve on 
this situation, a histogram-equalized stretch can be applied. 
In this approach, image values are assigned to the display 
levels on the basis of their frequency of occurrence. More 
display values are assigned to the frequently occurring 
portion of the histogram and few display values are assigned 
to the rarely occurring portion of the histogram (Fig. 7). 
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2. Spatial Feature Manipulation 
A. Spatial Filtering 
In contrast to spectral filters which serve to block or 
pass energy over various spectral ranges, spatial filters 
emphasize or de-emphasize image data of various spatial 
frequencies. Spatial frequency refers to the "roughness" of 
the tonal variations occurring in an image. Image areas of 
high spatial frequency are tonally "rough", i.e. the gray 
level in these areas change abruptly over a relatively small 
number of pixels. "Smooth" image areas are those of low 
spatial frequencies where gray levels vary only gradually 
over a relatively large number of pixels. 
a. Low Pass Filter 
The low pass filters are designed to emphasize the low 
spatial frequency object and obstruct the high spatial 
frequency object. For example, in case of a single crop 
agricultural land which is having low spatial frequency, if 
we use low pass filter, it will enhance the changes with in 
the single crop agricultural land. 
b. High Pass Filter: 
The high pass filters are designed to emphasize high 
spatial frequency object and de-emphasize low spatial 
frequency objects. If we use high pass filter in a 
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agricultural field of multiple crop type i.e., agricultural 
level of high spatial frequency. There will be enhancement of 
boundaries for different crop types. 
B. Edge Enhancement: 
Edge enhancement is an enhancement technique that 
emphasize the appearance of edges and lineaments. Some edges 
are marked by pronounce difference in brightness and are 
readily recognized. However, some edges are marked by subtle 
brightness differences that may be difficult to recognize. 
Contrast enhancement may emphasize brightness differences 
associated with some linear features. This procedure, 
however, is not specific for linear features because all 
elements of the scene are enhanced equally, not just the 
linear elements. Digital filters have been developed 
significally to enhance edges in images and fall into two 
categories: 
a. Non-directional filters 
b. Directional filters 
a. Non-Directional Filters: 
These are also called Laplacian filter. Laplacian 
filter enhances linear feature in almost any orientation in 
an image except linear feature oriented parallel with the 
direction of filter movement. A typical Laplacian filter is a 
Kernel with a high central values 0 at each corner, and -1 at 
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€he centre of each edge is used on a three by three array of 
original pixels. The result is the data set of filtered 
pixels. In this filtered data setr the outermost column and 
line of pixels are blank because they can not form central 
pixels in an array. These blank columns give dark tone to an 
enhance linear features. 
b. Directional Filters: 
Directional filters are used to enhance specific linear 
trends in an image, i.e. it enhances the lineaments in the 
direction in which we wish to enhance. A typical filter of 
two kernel/ each of which is an array of three-by-three 
pixels is used. The filter is demonstrated by applying it to 
the array of nine pixels by the box over the original data 
set. 
Ratio Images Ratio images are prepared by dividing the 
DN in one band by the corresponding DN in another band for 
each pixel, stretching the resulting value, and plotting the 
new values as an image. In an black & white ratio image, the 
area where the denominator of the ratio is greater then the 
numerator reflects darker tone. In areas where the numerator 
of the ratio is greater then denominator reflects brighter 
signatures. (See Plate 2) 
A Colour Composite Image can be prepared by combining 
any three combinations of ratio images. 
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In addition to the ratio image of any two bands, the 
other possible combination of ratio images are : 
1. Nornalized Ratio Images In normalized ratio images, an 
individual band DN value is divided by the average DN value 
of all the bands. 
2. The difference of corresponding DN values of two band may 
be divided by their sum to produce a ratio image. This 
approach is normally used for processing of data from 
environmental satellite. 
3. Arctatngant Ratios In ratio images, if denominator is 
zero, the ratio is unbounded, so tan_iof the ratio taken and 
normalized with in the range 0-255. 
Colour Composite It is an imaginary plane formed by the 
overlapping of three planes having either single band image 
or ratio image or enhanced image. Colour Composite are of two 
types: 
1. True Colour Composite(TCC) 
2. False Colour Composite(FCC) 
1, True Colour Composite : It is the combination of TM band 1 
2 and 3 where blue colour is assigned to band 1, green to 
band 2 and red to band 3. 
2. False Colour Composite : These are formed by all possible 
combinations of bands except Band 1, 2 and 3 of TM Sensor. 
FCC's are further divided into : 
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A. Standard FCC. 
B. EXotic FCC. 
A. Standard FCC : It is the combination of band 2, 3 and 4 
where Blue is assigned to band 2, Green to band 3 and Red to 
band 4. (See Plate 3; Plate 4 and Plate 5). 
B. Exotic FCC : All the possible combinations except that of 
TCC and standard FCC, forms Exotic FCC. (See Plate 6; Plate 7 
and Plate 8). 
Hultispectral Classification 
Multispectral classification is an information 
extraction process that analyize the multispectral scanners. 
In this process it analyze the spectral signatures of the 
pixels in a given band and then assigns each pixel to a 
category on the basis of similarity of signatures. 
Multispectral classification is done on computer by the 
means of decision boundaries, which encloses all the pixels 
with DN value having probability of belonging to a category 
do not exceed a designed threshold. 
There are two major types of Multispectral 
classification : 
1. Supervised Classification. 
2. Unsupervised Classification. 
1. Supervised Classification 
It is an image extraction technique, in which 
analyst defines on the image a small area called a training 
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site, which is representative of each terrain category 
release spectral value for each pixel in a training site are 
used to define the decision space for that class. After the 
clusters for each training sets are defined, the computer 
then classifies all the remaining pixel in the scene.(See 
Plate 9). 
The different mathematical approaches to super- vised 
classification, some of them are : 
A) Minimum distance to mean classifier. 
B) Parallelelopiped classifier. 
C) Gaussian Maximum likelihood classifier. 
2. Unsapervised Classification : 
It is an image extraction technique, in which computer 
separates the pixels into number of classes with no direction 
from the analyst. 
In this classification computer examine the unknown 
pixel in an image and agregate them into a number of classes 
based on the natural groups present in the image values. 
The classes that result from unsupervised class-
ification are spectral classes, thus the analyst must compare 
the classified data with some form of reference data (such as 
large scale imageries or maps) to determine the identity and 
informational value of the spectral classes. (See Plate 10) 
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PLATE-1 
It is exponentially stretched image of TM Band 4 (.9-
1.3 um). In exponential stretched image, the higher DN value 
objects are enhanced and lower DN value objects are 
supressed. 
In the image black soil, water body, quartzite ridges 
and phyllites have been clubed and interpreted as blue 
colour. Deep water body reflects dark blue colour. Sand of 
the river, seasonal channels and the Waste land reflects 
reddish pink colour. Rest of the Agricultural field reflects 
dark red colour. 
This classification is useful for separating high 
moisture zones from low moisture areas. The high moisture 
zone, have higher DN value and are represented by blue in the 
present output. To filter the moisture zone, from hard rocks 
(which also have near similar DN values) the shape and asso-
ciation of thematic elements can be used as interpretational 
keys. 
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PLATE-2 
TM Band 5/7 Ratio Image. 
The DN value of Band 5 is divided by the DN value of 
Band 7. High moisture zone reflects Light blue colour. Locked 
up moisture reflects red colour. River bed and sand reflects 
yellow colour. Agricultural land show blue colour. 
In this ratio image moisture free area has been 
enhanced and reflects yellow. 
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PLATE-3 
TM FCC Band 2 3 4 for 512 x 512 pixel window image 
covering the junction of Banas, Dhil and Galwa rivers. 
This FCC enhances the Geomorphological and Geological 
units. Gullies along the river Galwa, Banas and also along 
Dhil are picked up by Light red curvilinear trends. r'hyllite 
ridges are recognized by dark colour and their photo-trends 
{see the lower right corner of the image). Water body in the 
reservoir reflects black colour at the upper top corner. The 
locked up moisture is reflected by red on the basis of asso-
ciation with river channel, it has been interpreted as soil 
moisture and with agricultural and land it has been inter-
preted as vegetation. Regolith cover are recognized by light 
brown colour along the Banas which occur in isolated small 
patches. Cultivation is recognized by matted texture. River 
bed and sand reflect white to light pink colour. 
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PLATE-4 
TM FCC Band 2 3 4 for the window of 512 x 512 pixels 
covering Tonk and Sohela. 
In this FCC Geological and Landuse units are enhanced. 
Roads, Towns and vegetation has red colour and are recognized 
by their shape, association and pattern. Quartzite ridges 
have light brown colour, crop land reflects brown colour and 
matted texture. Banas River and sand reflects white to light 
pink colour. 
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PLATE-5 
TM FCC Band 2 3 4 and TM FCC Bad 7 5 4 of the study 
area. 
Seasonal channels and waste land boundaries has more 
contrast in FCC 2 3 4 then the FCC 7 5 4. FCC 7 5 4 is 
better for soil and vegetation moisture discrimination then 
FCC 2 3 4. Vegetation reflects red colour in both the FCC's 
but is pickedup better in FCC 7 5 4 then FCC 2 3 4. In both 
FCC 2 3 4 and FCC 7 5 4 , more information can be pickedup in 
enlarged image. 
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PLATE-6 
Hybrid TM FCC B{5,7); B 4/1; B 5/2 and Hybrid colour 
composite of the study area. 
On Hybrid FCC B(5,7); B 4/1; B 5/2, phyllite ridges 
have dark black colour and water body has greyish black 
colour. Sand of the rivers and seasonal channels reflects 
blue colour. High moisture soil reflects deep red colour. 
Gullies and Regolith cover are picked up in the image by the 
digitation of channel edges. 
The river beds, seasonal channel and sand bodies re-
flects yellow colour. The higher DN value objects (i.e. Water 
body, ridges and High moisture zones) are clubed as red 
colour. 
TM FCC B(5,7); B 4/1; B 5/2 is better then the Hybrid 
colour composite for soil and vegetation moisture discrimina-
tion and Geological mapping. 
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PLATE-7 
TM FCC EXFIL B 7; B 2; EXFIL B 4, External filter has 
been applied on Band 4 and Band 7. 
This FCC enhances the Geological units. Phyllites 
reflects black colour. Water body also reflects black, the 
percentage of the black colour is proportional to the depth 
of water. Phyllites can be differentiable with the water body 
on the basis of photo-trends and shape. Quartzite ridges 
exhibit pinkish grey colour and by their co-linear trend. 
Regolith cover patches are recognized by light grey colour 
and association along the Banas river. River beds and Waste 
land reflects light pink colour. 
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PLATE-8 
TM FCC Band 1 4 5. 
This image of the study area exhibit the waste land 
iatch:s on the upper right corner of the image are identified 
ly the yellowish colour. Vegetation is red. Gullies along the 
iver are exposed but not clear. Water body reflects red. 
:rop land is recognized with its matted texture. 
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PLATE-9 
Unsupervised classification Band 2 3 4 5. 
It is unsupervised classification in which computer 
itself classifies the pixels into a given number of classes, 
which in turn is decided on the basis of histogram. 
The study area has been classified into four classes. 
High moisture zone has red colour, lockedup moisture reflects 
pink colour. River bed and sand bodies reflects blue colour. 
Agricultural land has bluish white colour. 
Unsupervised classification is not good for thematic 
classification but is good for selecting the class windows 
for supervised classification. 


CHAPTER IV 
LANDOSE/LANDCOVER INTERPRETATION 
The Landuse refers to the utilization of a block of 
land for various agriculture, cultural activities e.g. 
settlement, agriculture, industrial activity etc. Whereas 
coverage of forest, natural vegetation, terrain type, sand, 
buildings, etc. is described as Landcover 
Landuse/Landcover map for the districts Jaipur and Tonk 
Rajasthan included in parts of toposheet No.45 N and 54 B 
corresponding to LANDSAT-V path 147 and row 042 has been 
prepared through interpretation of TM FCC of Band 2, 3, and 
4. The landuse/landcover pattern has been studied to 
establish the correlation between the Landuse and Landforms 
of the area. Table-13 presents the photocharacters of Landuse 
and Landcover in the study area. Landuse/Landcover map is 
presented Fig.10. 
WATER BOfllES: 
The area under water cover as a whole has been 
categorized as water bodies in the first level 
classification, in second level of classification water body 
is further divided into ponds/reservoir, Riyer/Galas and 
canals. 
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Pond/Reservoir: Pond and Reservoir have negative micro 
relief and the water is accumulated into depression. The 
water body having natural depression have been mapped as 
ponds. Reservoirs are also natural depression but usually 
bigger in size and are usually man made features formed 
across the stream. 
The water bodies exhibit dark blue to black tone in FCC 
depending upon the turbidity and depth of the water column. 
Texture is even. Shape of the water body varies considerably. 
The ponds are smaller in size having irregular boundary 
outlines and are linked with the natural drainage system. The 
reservoirs are large in size having regular down stream 
boundary. The human activity is seen as extensive cultivation 
along the margin of the water bodies. 
Ccunal; Canals has been included under water body in the Ilnd 
level of classification following U.S. Geological Survey 
Norms. Dhil Nadi Band Canal and Mashi Band Canal are the 
canals in the steady area as the man made drainage system. 
Water body in the canal reflects dark tone. These are 
recognized by its straightness and shajj|i b«ndsi .Qsnwls has 
negative micro-relief. 
^ •* c -. » ' ' 
River/Nala: The rivers and Nalas have Js|^ ien%"'£nzr55*aed ^tinder 
water bodies following USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) norms 
for Ilnd level Landuse/Landcover classification. Rivers and 
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nalas have negative micro-relief. Banas, Mashi, Dhil, Galwa 
and .Morel are the river system in the study area. They form 
part of Banas drainage system. Rivers are recognized by their 
typical semi-sinusoidal pattern and the associated trib-
utaries. Water body in the river channel reflects dark tone 
and sand of flood plain has bright tone on FCC. 
The seasonal channel has been recognized as Nala by its 
white tonal reflection and dendritic drainage pattern. Nalas 
are converging into Banas drainage system from all the parts 
in the study area. Association of small ponds having dark 
tone of water body has been interpreted at the junction of 
Nalas. 
AGRICULTURAL LAND 
The Agricultural land has been classified as: 
Crop land 
Orchard 
Crop Land: Intensive agricultural activity has been mapped on 
the left bank of Banas river. The soil of the study area is 
semi-fertile and yields both Rabi and Kharif crops which 
include Bajra, Maize, Wheat, Rice, Gram, Arhar etc. The TM 
data used is for the month of April 1988. No dense 
cultivation has been observed during this season. In view of 
absence of vegetation in the agricultural field, light yellow 
to white tone is appearing on the FCC. The agricultural 
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fields in the area are crop follow, the Landuse is recognized 
by light yellow to pink tone, matted texture and ubiquitous 
distribution. 
Orchard: In FCC, orchards exhibit red tone, rectangular shape 
and blocky texture, regular pattern. These features are seen 
around Bonali. 
RANGE LAND : Vegetation has been marked at places, along the 
banks of the river (Banas, Hashi, Galwa, Dhil, and Morel) in 
the study area. One big patch of thick vegetation has been 
interpreted on the bank of Banas river near Tonk District. 
During the field check, sparse bushy trees have been found on 
the quartzite ridges. Vegetation along the roads has also 
been interpreted due to its red tone on FCC. 
WASTE LAND: These features are seen on FCC as white patches 
scattered in the north eastern part of the study area. During 
interpretation it has been observed that these patches 
represents palaeochannels whose hydraulic continuity has been 
panctuated with the main drainage in the area. These moisture 
free cut off channels have given rise to waste land which are 
not useful for agricultural purposes. The dry seasonal 
channel and waste land exhibit similar tone on FCC. The 
brightness of the waste land is higher on FCC due paucity of 
moisture. 
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Vegetation is more pronounced on FCC then on 
transparency because of its distinguishable red tone on FCC. 
SBTTLBNBMTS 
The cultural activity in the area represented by human 
habitations has been grouped under settlements. In the FCc 
the settlements have been identified by dark gray tone and 
spatial association with junctions of roads, railway lines 
and by the geometry of the clusters of houses. Further 
classification of the settlement is not possible because of 
limitations of resolution in the FCC image. The settlements 
marked in the study area are - Tonk, Sohela, Baronir Niwai, 
Mundiya, Gunsi and Kothan on Jaipur-Tonk highway. Others are 
Chiron, Bhanchi, Mandawar, Narwara, Parana, Hatana, Jaunla, 
Harikalan, Darana, Bagri, Bansthali, Channail, Karerha, 
Jhalai, Siwarh, Bonali and Chor. 
CONMDNICATION 
The means of communication are roads and railway lines. 
These are crossing different geomorphic levels connecting the 
settlement areas. The railway tracks are characterized by 
their linearity and at places smooth curves where as roads, 
cart tracks etc. have linearity as well as sudden bands. 
There is tonal variation between road and railway line. Roads 
are reflecting reddish tone which is due to tree plantation 
along the main roads. Tracks reflects yellowish to gray tone 
and are recognized by its linearity and the associations with 
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the settlements. The communication network is characterized 
by positive micro-relief. In the study area, Jaipur-Tonk 
highway is the major road, and Sawai Madhopur section of 
Western Railway is the track passes through the study area. 

CHAPTER-V 
INTERPRETATION OF GEOMORPHOLOGY 
Geomorphological study in parts of Tonk and Jaipur 
districts of Rajasthan has been carried out in an attempt to 
establish correlation between Landforms and Geology of the 
area. Geometry of the Landforms have been evaluated through 
convergence of photo-recognition and geotechnical elements. 
Geomorphological map has been prepared for the area, 
using the standard FCC of Band 2, 3 and 4 on scale of 
1:206685 M and transparency of band 4 on scale of Itt^^OOO-
Dynascan and handlens have been used for mapping from 
FCC and transparency has been studied on Large Format Optical 
Enlarger after scaling the ima^e to 1:I4-4.000, 
Geomorphic units like GullieS/ Erosional valley and 
Dry/Perennial ponds are more pronounced on transparency then 
on FCC. Other Geomorphic units have been extracted equally 
from both the products.(See Fig.11). 
STRUCTURAL HILL: 
The series of structural ridges and other ridge 
exposures are well pronounced on TM FCC and transparency. 
These exposures belong to the Bhilwara metasediments, north 
of Vindhyan strata. These are NE-SW trending linear ridges, 
forming hogback topography due to steep disposition of planer 
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fabric that has controlled the landscape evaluation in the 
Bhilwara metasediments. Locally the quartzite bands form 
clusters of isolated linear hogbacks in areas where Bhilwara 
rocks have produced complex outcrop pattern due to polyphase 
deformation. The ridge features of the structural hills have 
been mapped as hogback slopes based on the asymmetry of the 
ridge profile. 
Hogback: This geomorphic element exhibits nearly symmetrical 
ridge profile in Hindoli group. The hogback are covered by 
sparse vegetation and are having dark tone and course 
texture. The drainage is external. First order channels 
have almost the same length on both sides of the ridge. 
Hogback topography has been controlled by steeply dipping 
strata, resistance to erosion is high which has imparted high 
relief to Hogbacks which are seen prominently around Bonali, 
Sohela, Sarsop and Ghata. 
BROSIONAL HILLS 
Isolated Landforms projecting abruptly from the 
alluvium and sand cover constitute distinct geomorphological 
unit. One isolated hill/ has been interpreted on the FCC and 
the transparency. During the field check at Nawai it has 
been recognized as isolated hill has developed due to erosive 
resistance of Ferrogenous quartzite. It has dark tone and 
course uneven texture. The drainage is external radial in 
pattern. It has irregular boundary with the adjacent 
quaternary alluvial cover. 
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SHALLOW BDRIED PEDIMENTS OF BHILWARA: 
Fringing the rocks of Bhilwara Supergroup and 
transgressing over the eroded base is shallow cover of 
Quaternary Alluvium which has buried the pediments. The cover 
sediments vary in thickness from few cms. to about 5 meters. 
The geomorphic surface is genetically a depositional surface 
and in morphochronology is younger to the erosional surface 
of the pediments of Bhilwara with which it exhibits 
transgressive relationship. This surface is a Quaternary 
depositional plane. The time gap between the erosional 
surface of the Bhilwara pediment and the depositional surface 
of the shallow buried pediment is a question mark in the 
chronology of the landscape evolution in the area. The 
structural ridges near Sohela and in Tonk has shallow buried 
pediment at their base. 
BDRIED PEDIMENTS OF BHILWARAS 
The rock cut surface with a more than 5 m. thick cover 
of reworked weathered material have been mapped in the area 
as buried pediments. This geomorphic unit is characterized by 
development of a Quaternary depositional surface. This 
geomorphic unit is demarcated by pinkish gray tone on TM FCC 
and by light gray tone of TM transparency, matted texture has 
developed due to extensive cultivation, boundaries are 
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curvilinear, drainage is external/ gully and sheet erosion is 
extensive in the unit. 
PBDINENTS OF BHILWARA SUPESGRODP (REGOLITB COVER): 
The Bhilwara pediments have been mapped in the area as 
low, rock cut erosional surfaces fringing the structural hill 
of Bhilwaras. The softer metasediments (schists and 
pbyllites) occur almost with out any cover with a discordant 
relationship with the geomorphic surface which is genetically 
an erosional surface and has exhumed the various structural 
levels of the tectonically deformed metasedimentary cover of 
the Bhilwara Supergroup. During the field check, a traverse 
from Tonk on the left bank of Banas between Chiron and 
Mandawar has been taken, . eroded pegmatites schists and 
phyllite were found to define the morphology of the pediment 
surface. 
ROLLING PLAIN 
The alluvium surrounding the structural hills of 
Hindoli group has uneven surface, reflecting the underlying 
topography of phyllite and schist subcrops in the area. The 
accidented slopes of the Quaternary deposits have given rise 
to rolling plains. The unit is characterized by local 
variation in the drainage directions, pattern and type in 
conformity with the rolling surface of this unit. 
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The land is characterized by intensive agricultural 
activity/ its tone is pinkish gray on FCC and light gray in 
TM transparency. Agricultural activity is more pronounced on 
FCC then on transparency. Texture is matted. The biomass 
reflects red tone in FCC and light gray in TM transparency. 
DRAINAGE SYSTEM: The drainage system of the study area falls 
under the Banas drainage system. The major rivers in the 
study ar€a are Banas, Mashi, Dhil, Galwa and Morel along with 
seasonal channels recharge Banas drainage system. 
Banas is the major river system in the study area. It 
is the main tributary of Chambal river. It has its origin in 
the Aravalli ranges and runs to a considerable distance in an 
easternly direction up to Bigod where it abruptly changes its 
course to north-east, a direction which it retains more or 
less straight up to Tonk. Inhere once again with a wider loop 
it changes it course to east. It attains its easternly flow 
direction in the study area till it confluences with Chambal 
river. Mashi river is N-S trending river, Dhil is NNW-SSE, 
Galwa is SSW-NNE and Morel in NW-SE trending river. These all 
flows into Banas river. 
On FCC, river reflects reddish to black tone and 
exhibits white tone from sand when there is no water. It has 
linear to curvilinear shape with semi-sinusoidal pattern. 
Range lands and settlements are the association. 
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GOLLIBS Dark tone, small, linear to Curvilinear feature 
mainly along the rivers have been interpreted as Gullies on 
transparency (Negative). Gullies results from Erosion by 
runoff of the precipitation. The initial rivulets enlarge and 
takes on a shape which is characteristic of the material in 
which the Gullies are carved. Gullies are bad land with 
negative micro-relief. 

CHAPTER-VI 
INTERPRETATION OF GEOLOGY 
GENERAL STATBHraiT 
The area between north latitude 26° I0« to 26° 30' and 
East longitude 75° 4-0' to 76<^  25' which included in toposheet 
No's 45 N and 54 B, was studied to evaluate the photographic 
and geotechnical characters. Different geological units have 
been identified through the convergence of spectral signature 
and spatial distribution. These units have been correlated 
with standard geological nomenclature established in the 
region (see Anon, 1981) through the concurrence with external 
information and local ground truth. 
The metasedimentary sequence comprising phyllite, 
schist, raetagraywacke, quartzites, dolomites, amphibolite 
together with the volcanics and plutonic rocks forming the 
basement for the Aravalli's have been assigned Bhilwara 
Supergroup of Archean age (see Anon 1981) Table 14 present 
the lithostratigraphy of the Bhilwara Supergroup, 
The rocks exposed in the study area are referable to 
Sujanpur Formation of the Hindoli Group and Potla and Kekri 
Formation of the Mangalwar complex of the Bhilwara 
Supergroup. Table 15 presents the photocharacters of 
different linthounits interpreted through remotely sensed 
data. Pig. 12 presents the Geological Map of the Study Area. 
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LITHBST»1HBWIW OF IHILHARA SUPER BROHP 
M I K O F 
Ll^esniftTISRAPHIC 
BNIT 
L1TH0L06Y IBNEOUS 
EVENT 
REMARKS 
RANTWMBHORE 6R0UP Ouart:ite , ^ a l e and Slate . 
(IKTRUSIVE) 
-BERACH GRANITE i 
BNEISS (2SB5 K.a) 
-JAHAZPUR GRANITE. 
Structural discpurdence itith 
under lying Hindnli group. 
Intrusive in Hlndoli Group. 
lA) IB) iC) to (A) Doloiitic urbleisraphitic 
mm m JAHAZ SAMR kyanite-staurDllte-iica schist, 
-SARIBA -lANERA -PUR BROUP bttfded chert, DBartzite.Calc-
SmUP biotite Md garRetiferous 
biotite schist. 
(B)Calc-uhlit, Calc-gneiises, 
banded Mgnetite guartzite, 
doloaitic aarble, qurtzite 
and garnetiferras aica schist. 
Stratigraophic position of 
cheiogenic sequenceies 
tentative. 
tC)DDloiite,dolokitic larble, lEHRUSIVE) 
banded f^ r^Dgenous chert, Synsediientational 
phyllite, carbonacews phyl- basic volcanic 
l i te , quartzite, and basic activity, 
•etavolcanics. 
tA> (B) iC) 
fflwuLi nMonUMli MiwnRin 
GROUP COHPlil COHnU 
ID} Boloeite, dolotitic urble, 
qurtzite and garnetiferDus lica 
schist. 
iA)Shale,5late,phyllite,wta- (EXTRUSIVE) The te^toral relationship 
grayiiacke, littstone, doloiite Synsediaentational of Hindoli Broup with 
•arble, Mtabasic volcanics, 
quirtzlti ind lici-iehtit. 
basic volcanic 
letlvity. 
(INTRUSIVE) 
Dolorite sill and 
dykes. 
HangalMar and Saeduta 
coaplexts l i not clearly 
established. Hoiwver the 
Sandiata CMplex light 
contains the oldest seq-
uence in straitigraphy 
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tbised lica schist ,gvneti-
ferous lica schist,silllN-
niti aica scbi^, silicifinS 
quiftzite, itptre larbls 
and para atphibolite. 
to Para-gntiss, ligtatite, 
Pyroxise Sranulite, A t^bi-
bolite, biDtitt scbist, 
Siliunite ilea scbist, 
Doluitic urble, Suvtzite 
anil mtraiific rocks. 
{EITRUSIVE) 
SynsediKntational 
basic volcanic 
activity. 
(INTRUSIVE) 
Hafic and ultra-
lafic bodies, and 
synorogenic gran-
ites 2961. o.a. 
(INTRUSIVE) 
Acidic, ufi.c and 
ultratafic bodies. 
Mhose present spatial 
disposition nay be due 
vertical tectonics. The 
boundry betneen Kindoli 
Broup and Vindhyan Super 
Group is larked by a fun-
dawntal fracture lani-
fested as the great 
Boundry Fault. 
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GEOLOGICAL MAP 
(INTERPRETAflON FROM TM FCC) 
LEGEND 
SUJANPUR FORMATION 
Phyllite,Clalorite-
Serecite Schistr 
Mica-schist and 
Metagrawacke. 
N ,\\ 
\ 
POTLA FORMATION 
Regolith Cover 
(PegematiterPhyllite 
Schist - Exposed) 
SOJANPUR FORMATION 
K^ilite (Exposed 
on the surface). 
OJJJI^ KEKRI FORMATION Megmatiter Compo-
site Gneiss and 
Quartzite. 
SOJANPOR FORMATION 
Quartzite (Exposed 
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HINDOLI GROUP 
The Hindoli Group comprises low grade metamorphites 
derived from flysch like sequence developed marginal to the 
Vindhyan Basin around Hindoli Town, whence from group drive 
its name. The rocks of the Hindoli Group are developed in the 
eastern part of the area between the Banas and Morel rivers. 
The rocks comprise phyllites, quartzites, schist/ mica-
schist, metagraywackes, chloritic phyllite and interaction of 
quartzites. In the study area, the rocks of the Hindoli 
Group are represented by the Sujanpur Formation. The 
formation is characterized by low outcrop density locally the 
hard and resistant lithologies are exposed as erosional hills 
and hogback ridges. The formation has been traced from 
Bbagwangarh in the south to Morel Band in the north. 
Hindoli group comprises shale, slates, phyllites, mica-
schist, with intrastratified sequence of metagraywackes, 
meta-volcanic, quartzite, dolomite and limestone. 
In terms of sedimentary components the Hindoli Group 
comprises: 
Pelite - 60% to 65% 
Semi-pelite and siltstone - 20% 
Graywacke - 5% to 10% 
Arenites and carbonate sediments - 5% 
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Hindoli Group has been sub-divided into three 
lithostratigraphic units: 
Bhadesar Formation 
Sujanpur Formation 
Nangauli Formation 
Photogeologically, the rocks of the Hindoli Group have 
been delineated as Sujanpur Formation of the Hindoli Group. 
sujanpur PorBation: 
The phyllite, schist, mica-schist metagraywackes & 
chloritic phyllite representing slightly higher grade of 
metamorphism then the rocks of Bhadesar Formation, and have 
been included into Sujanpur Formation. Thin interclation of 
quartzites are also present. 
1. Phyllite: In the Remotely sensed data the phyllite and 
quartzites of the Sujanpur Formation are recognisable. The 
intergraywackes and schists occur as subcrops below the 
alluvial cover. The horizon represents the oldest sequence 
best exposed around Bhagwangarh. The phyllites form low 
ridges with steep slopes, which are picked up on standard FCC 
as phototrends. 
The litho-units is characterized by medium to dark gray 
tone. Texture is medium to fine, drainage is external. 
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angular with high drainage density. The resistance to erosion 
is moderate. Landuse comprise open scrule & Forest. 
Foliation is well pronounced, the strike of the foliation 
trending NE-SW. Foliation dips at steep angles (70° towards 
northwest). 
2. Quartzites: The hogback ridges extending from sarsop in 
the south to Ghata in the north as isolated detached outcrops 
have been interpreted as quartzites of the Sujanpur Formation 
of Hindoli Group. The quartzite ridges surve as marker for 
the stratigraphic boundary between the Sujanpur Formation and 
the higher grade rocks of the Potla Formation of Mangalwar 
complex. The structural trends of the quartzite ridges follow 
roughly the NNE-SSW strike of the regional foliation which is 
parallel to sub-parallel with the plans of stratification 
dipping sub-vertically towards WNW. 
Quartzite reflects brownish black tone on the standard 
FCC and medium to dark gray tone on the transparency. Texture 
is course, drainage is external with sub-parallel pattern and 
low drainage density. The resistance to erosion is high. The 
unit forms hogback ridges. Vegetation is scanty due to lack 
of soil development. Human influence is absent. 
MANGALWAR COMPLEX 
The heter-ogeneous assemblage containing peletic rocks 
deposited during erogenic phase of Bhilwara geological cycle. 
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regionally metamorphosed to intermediate amphibolite facies 
and syntectonically migmatised to various degrees have been 
included into Mangalwar complex. These rocks occur to the 
west-north-west of Hindoli Group, their contact being an 
isograd and migmatite front. It comprise migmatite, composite 
gneisses, felspathoid mica-schist, garnetiferous mica-schist, 
biotite-schist, staurolite garnetiferous biotite-schist, 
siliminite-kynite-schist. Hornblende-schist, quartz feldspar 
-gneiss, granite gneiss, para-amphibolite, calc-silicate 
rocks metadolomite, dolomitic marble and quartzite. 
Classification of Nangalwar Complex: On the basis of 
lithological association, grade of metamorphism, spatial 
continuity and nature of occurrence rocks of Mangalwar 
Complex have been sub-divided into seven formation. Table 16 
presents the lithostratigraphy of the Mangalwar Complex. 
Potla 
Formation 
{M2) 
Lasaria 
Formation 
(Ml) 
Table-16 
Suwana 
Formation 
(M3) 
• " ^ Sarara 
Ki-Pal 
Formation 
{M4) 
-
Mando-
Ki-Pal 
Formation 
(M5) 
Rajmahal 
Formation 
{M7) 
Kekri 
Formation 
(M6) 
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In the study area the rocks of Mangalwar complex are 
represented by the Potla and Kekri Formations. 
» 
Potla Fonnation: 
The Potla Formation extends from Sarda in the south to 
Mitharpura in the north. The outcrops density of the rocks 
of the Potla Formation is extremely low. The formational 
contact with the underlying Sujanpur Formation and the 
adjacent Kekri Formation in the west have been picked up on 
the basis of the Georoorphology of the drainage channels and 
morphotectonics of the quartzite ridges. 
The rocks of the Potla Formation occur in patches where-
strike continuity and relationship of superposition with 
adjacent litho-types is uncertain, generally obliterated by 
deep erosion and surfacial cover of Banas alluvium. To 
facilitate description the metamorphites corresponding to 
intermediate pressure amphibolite facies have been grouped as 
Peletic metasediments for the purpose of mapping. The peletic 
metasediroents comprise felspathised schist, mica-schist 
staroulised schist hornblende-schist etc. The mica-schist is 
gray in colour and comprise biotite, serecite and quartz at 
places staraulite and brown garnet together with magnetite 
occur as common accessory. The Hornblende-schist exhibit 
variations from foliated to gneissic variety. It comprises 
hornblende, actinolite and quartz. Albite orthoclase, epidote 
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is seen and magnetite are common accessory. Occasionally 
anthophyllite also occur along with the hornblende-schist. 
Lenses of dolomite and amphibolite are common in the peletic 
metasedlments as intercalations. 
1. Quartzite: The hogback ridges trending NE-SW between Tonk 
and Dhatoli represents the quartzites of the Potla Formation. 
The quartzite occurs as collinear ridges, the line formed by 
joining the strike trends of quartzites, roughly formed the 
lithostratigraphic contact between the megmatised sequence of 
Kekri Formation and the Peletic metasedlments of the Potla 
Formation. The general trend of the quartzite outcrop is NE-
SW, which trends to NNE-SSW in the northern part of the study 
area. The quartzite exhibit steep dips of 60<^  to 80° towards 
NW. Lithologically the quartzite is light gray to pale brown 
in colour, compact highly recrystallised and jointed. Flackes 
of muscovite and biotite are common. Magnetite occurs as 
accessory, locally the quartzites have been felsphathis^d 
specially along the contact of the magroetite front of the 
Kekri Formation. 
lekri Formation 
The metasedimentary sequence of Bhilwara Supergroup 
which has been regionally metamorphosed to intermediate 
pressure amphibolite facies of metamorphism and magroatisation 
has been assigned to Kekri Formation, The contact of this 
formation with the adjacent Potla" Formation is defined by 
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megmatite front. The formation is exposed from Tonk in the 
south to Kothan in the north. The outcrop density of the 
litho-units is low. For the purposes of description and 
mapping and assembladge of magmatite, feldspathic gneisses, 
biotite-schist, calc-silicate rock, impure calcareous 
roetasediments and intercalated amphibolites and quartzites 
have been included in the Kekri Formation. The formation is 
host for the famous Tonk pegmatite belt of the Bhilwara 
Supergroup. The megmatites comprise neosometic injections of 
quartzo-felspathic material in the schistose palaeosomes. The 
magmatites are having vein and numelitic structure, locally 
these are streaky and banded magmatites. 
1. Quartzites: Locally at Niwai, the alluvial cover is 
punctuated by the quartzites of the Kekri Formation, which 
cro|^ 0«tt as NNE-SSW, trending short strike ridges forming 
Hogbdjcks. The quartzites is ferrugenous and has ground buff 
colour due to iron staining. The quartz veins have been 
intruded into the rocks of the Kekri Formation. These veins 
are ubiquitus in orientation. 

CHAPTER-VII 
BAND SELECTION 
The electromagnetic energy when encounters any earth 
feature results in reflection, absorption transmission etc. 
Mathematically it can be represented as follows: 
Ei (A) = ER (A) + ET (A) + EA (A) 
where 
EJ (A) I Incident Energy of wavelength A 
ER (A) • Reflected Energy of wavelength A 
EIJ ( A ) s Transmitted Energy of wavelength /\ 
EA (A) : Absorbed Energy of wavelength A 
The TM sensor deals only with the reflected energy from 
the earth surface features which is measured as DN values. 
The earth surface features exhibit different reflectance 
characteristics with the change in the wavelength of ENR. 
TM Band 1 is capable for bathematric mapping and 
differentiating Coniferous from deciduous trees, Band 5 is 
good for snow boundry delineation. Band 5/7 ratio is good for 
geological mapping. 
The above examples explains that various earth surface 
features can be recognized on specific TM bands and 
discrimination of different types of feature with in any 
given type is also possible either by coroparision, 
combination, and or ratioing of multiband data. 
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The abovesaid methods of discrimination requires the 
knowledge of reflectance characteristics of terrain elements, 
for which Spectral Reflectance measurements are plotted. 
SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE CURVE 
The reflectance characteristics of the earth surface 
features is observed by measuring the reflected portion of 
the incident energy. The measurements are carried out with 
the help of Radiometer either in the field or in the 
laboratories, as a function of wavelength and is called 
spectral reflectance (^  ). Mathematically, it is defined as: 
Ei ( A ) 
The configuration of the graph of spectral reflectance 
gives the spectral characteristics and helps in selection of 
the wavelength region in which the remote sensing data are to 
be processed for the specific object/theme identification or 
its discrimination with the other objects having more or less 
similar reflectance characteristics in other bands. 
The Reflectance Curves also indicate optimum 
wavelengths for differentiating various rocks. For example in 
Fig 13, the pegmatite, schist and the regolith cover 
(Pegmatite, schist and gneiss) are more or less similar for 
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blue, green and red region (i.e. 0.4 to 0.71 /jm). In the 
near IR (.7 to .9 yum) region, these units can be readily 
recognized. 
GMxiND rmra nkTh COLI.BCTION 
A selective field check has been carried out using 
Hindhivac, Spectro-Radiometer. The spectral reflectance for 
different object has been recorded for Band 1, 2, 3 and 4 of 
TM sensor. The relative reflectance percentage for the 
respective wavelength have been calculated on VAX 11/780 Main 
frame system.' Finally, the Graphs have been plotted for the 
reflectance percentage against respective wavelength on the 
PRINTONIX unit of VAX 11/780 Main frame system. 
On Jaipur - Tonk Highway, 5 km before Tonk a traverse 
was taken in the east direction up to Mandawar village to 
collect signatures of different Landcover/Landuse and 
Geological units. Their reflectance was recorded on Spectro -
Radiometer. The Landuse/Landcover units and their spectral 
characteristics are as follows: 
R^LECTANCE CURVES FOR LANDUSE/LANDCOVER UNITS 
Soil: 
The soil samples from Chiron village were studied for 
crop follow euid cropped agricultural fields. For these two 
types of soils the reflectance percentage ranges from 8% to 
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25%. Within this small range of reflectance, if we compare 
both, the Agricultural soil and crop follow soil. It 
signifies that crop follow soil has more moisture than the 
agricultural land soil. 
On the reflectance percentage curve (Fig 14) the 
maximum difference of reflectance for both the soil (25% for 
crop follow soil and 30% for agricultural soil) is at 900 nm 
(i.e. Band 4 of TM sensor). It implies that Band 4 is more 
suitable for the moisture content discrimination as their 
brightness is distinguishable in the band 4 region. 
Agricultural Land 
The vegetal cover readings have been recorded on the 
Spectro-Radiometer for band 1, 2, 3 and 4 of TM sensor on 
Jaipur - Tonk highway and between Chiron and Handawar 
villages. The chlorophyll content absorbs energy in the 
wavelength 0.45 - 0.67 fm (i.e. less reflectance of EMR in 
band 1, 2, and 3). As we go from visible to near infrared 
portion of the spectrum from 0.7-1.3/»m, the reflectance of 
vegetation increases dramatically and the plant leaves 
typically reflects 40 - 50 % of the energy incident upon it. 
The reflectance percentage curve from the vegetal cover, 
either natural vegetation or agricultural crop which were 
recorded in the field has reflectance percentage 0 to 20% for 
0.45 to 0.67 yum range of ENR. These reflectance percentage 
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values increase sharply from 20 to 55% in the range of 0.7-
0.9 /im of ENR. The vegetal cover is classified into Crop 
lidltd and Range Land. 
1. Crcqp Land: The land under the plough has been classified 
into Crop Land and Sparse Crop. The crop land is 
characterised by higher chlorophyll content and sparse crop 
by low chlorophyll content and locked up moisture. The 
diiicriinination of green crop and mature or sparse crop is not 
suitable in infrared region of EMR due to the similar 
refletance values. However, in the visible range (Band 1 and 
Band 2) these two can be discriminated due to higher 
difference in the reflectance percentage (0 to 10% by Sparse 
Crop and 17 to 20% by Crop Land) Fig.15 
2. I^m^e Lamd: The natural vegetation in the area is 
distinguishable into Grass Land, Bushes and 
Vegetation/Porest. 
Oiscriminaticm of natural Vegetation 
The spectral reflectance curve for vegetation cover, 
bush and grass shows that vegetation cover can be 
differentiated from bush and grass in 0.7-0.9/im range due to 
20-25% difference in reflectance percentage. But Grass can 
not be discriminated from bush due to almost the same value 
of reflectance percentage (Fig. 16) 
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DiscrlBinatioii of Crop with Natural Vegetation 
The agricultural crop is easily differentiable to 
vegetation cover due to 20-30% difference in reflectance 
percentage but can not be differentiable with bush and grass, 
since it has similar reflectance percentage. (Fig 16) 
RBFLECTANCE CURVES FOR LITBO-DNITS 
During the field check, the reflectance value^  for 
Quartzite, pegmatite, schist and regolith cover (pegmatite, 
schist and gneiss) has been recorded on spectro-radiometer. 
On the spectral reflectance curve (Fig 17) the 
pep^tite has maximum fluctuation in reflectance percentage 
aad schist has least variation in different bands. The 
maximum reflectauice value for all the litho-units varies from 
5 to 20%. 'the maximum reflectance percentage for the above 
litho-units and their respective wavelengths are as follows: 
Lil^ houftit 
schist 
Quartzite 
Regolith cover 
Pegmatite 
Maximum 
Reflectance % 
15% 
37% 
42% 
45% 
Respective 
Wavelength 
NIR 
NIR 
NIR 
NIR and Blue 
W^t the Geological mapping Middle IR and thermal %M aipi 
( * 
m^US^im tift'v^ lengthB. The radiometer used for data Collt^t^ 
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has limitation of recording the data upto .95 pja. So with in 
this range (i.e. .4 to .95/M»), all the lithounits has 
maximum possible reflectance percentage difference in band A, 
hence band 4 will be more suitable for lithomapping in the 
study area. 
SBLBCTION OP IHmSES OF VARIOUS THEMES 
The images for the month of April and may are good for 
Geological mapping because of lack of vegetation and the 
images for the month of August and September are suitable for 
Landuse/Landcover mapping due to the presence of vegetation. 
Various digitally processed products suitable for 
Lithological mapping, structural studies and Geomorphological 
lil^ piping are as follows: 
LitholiO^ically Napping : Laboratory spectra of various rock 
types help in understanding the behaviour of the spectral 
data with respect to rocks and minerals. Various rocks units 
and their suitable range are as follows: 
Rock Onit 
Granite & 
Graphic Granite 
Intermediate 
and Basic rocks 
Ultra basic 
rock 
Suitable Range 
1 . 4 , 1.4 and 2.2 yum 
.7 and 1.0 /um 
1.0 and 2 .0 /im 
Characteristics 
Due to 0~H- and 
H2O 
More water Less 
magnetite 
Due to Fe"'""'" 
Sedimentary rocks 1.9 to 2.3/wi Due to Carbonates 
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The ratio image for Band 5/7 is good for lithological 
mapping. Besides, the PCC for Band 1, 4 & 5, 1/2, 3/4 and 5/7 
are suitable for lithological mapping. 
Structural Studies: The major topographical features are 
displayed mostly in IR band while the contrast in the 
landscape are extracted in the visible bands. The filtering 
by high pass edge enhancement and directional filtering is 
the best digital processing technique for enhancement of 
structural features such as foliation, lineaments, fractures, 
shears, joints, faults etc. 
Geonorpbological Studies 
The Geomorphological studies such as topography and 
major geomorphic units are best obtained in IR bands, while 
drainage and local geomorphological features are clearly seen 
in the visible bands. High pass filters are good to enhance 
drainage features. 
In genei;al FCC for band 1, 4, 5 and 2, 4, 5 has good 
contrast for interpretation. These combinations are prepared 
on the basis of Elipsoidal Concept (see Remote Sensing : 
Applications and methods by Michael Hords.) 

CHAPTER VIII 
SUNMART AND CONCLUSION 
The dissertation presents the work carried out as 
partial fulfillment of the M. Phil Remote Sensing 
Applications programme. The programme includes review of the 
principles of remote sensing and the methodology adopted and 
describes the Landuse/Landcover, Geomorphology, Geology and 
Spectral Signature studies of the study area. 
1. Fundamentals of Remote sensing science have been 
described. The behaviour of EMR spectrum, its potentiality 
for Remote sensing applications, EMR windows and atmospheric 
effect on EMR have been discussed in brief. The various 
components used in remote sensing viz., sensors and platforms 
have been described, as part of literature review. 
2. The visual and digital interpretation keys has been 
discussed. The digital image processing technique such as 
Ireparation of FCC's, ratio and stretched images, and 
classified image have been discussed. The details of the data 
products and output are presented in the dissertation. 
3. The Landuse/Landcover distribution has been discussed to 
establish correlation between the landusie and landforms of 
the area. The relationship has provided basis for landuse 
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classification of the area into Water bodies, Agricultural 
land. Waste land, Settlements, Conununication and Canals. 
4. The Geomorphology of the area has been interpreted 
through remote sensing techniques. The homogeneity of the 
landscape has been punctuated by the development of 
Structural hills, Erosional hills. Buried Pediment, Regolith 
cover. Rolling plain. Gullies and Surface drainages. 
5. The Geology of the area has been extracted through the 
convergence of data collected in the field and visual and 
digital analysis of the remotely sensed data of the area. The 
lithologies have been identified through the interpretation 
of TM Sensor data. The stratigraphy has been worked out with 
the help of remotely sensed data and inputs from the 
exsisting literature. The rocks of the area comprise pre-
Delhi basement referable to Bhilwara Supergroup. The low 
grade metamorphosed basal formation comprising phyllite, 
slate and guartzite are referable to Sujanpur Formation of 
Hindoli Group constitute the Archean basement in the area. 
This sequence is followed by slightly higher grade 
metamorphosed Potla Formation of Mangalwar Complex comprising 
Schist, pegmatite, gneiss and quartzites are the assemblages. 
The higher grade assemblages of gneiss and quartzite which is 
next to the Potla Formation is referable to the Kekri 
Formation of Mangalwar Complex. The boundary of the abovesaid 
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formations have been marked on the basis of linear to 
curvilinear structural controlled quartzite ridges, soil 
type, the drainage pattern and density. 
6. The Radiometric data collected in the field has been used 
to prepare spectral reflectance curve for the Band Selection. 
Spectral reflectance of various Landuse/Landover and 
Geological units (such as soilr Crop land. Range Land, 
quartzite, schist, pegmatite and regolith cover) have been 
plotted to select the most suitable spectral bands to 
differentiate thematic elements present in the TM scene of 
the study area. 
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TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE DURING FEFPING ? (Y/^)' 
READC*,2)MIS 
***. -.* irCMIS,EO,'Y')GO TO 500 
»»«f«)fc«4ef««9|e»«|f«i]f!« DATA INPUT SECTION •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••f* 
TYPE*,' ' 
TyPE*,' ' 
TYPE*,' ' 
TYPE*,'NUMBER OF READINGS FOR EACH SET MUST NOT FXCEED 11' 
501 TYPE*,'FEED THF NO. OF READINGS IN EACH SET;' 
READ{*,*)N 
TYPE*,'********************»*************4:***********»*»******' 
TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE DURING FEEDING ? (Y/N)' 
READC*,2)MIS1 
IF(MI51.EQ.'Y")G0 TO 501 
TYPE*,****•»»****•*•••*••***•***••*•••••*•*•»*»*••**••***•*»*•' 
502 READfi'lfP Sas04 IRRADIANCE RFADINGSS' 
TYPE*.'••••••*••••*•**•****•»•****•**•**•**•**•••**•**•*•*•**•' 
TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE DURING FEEDINf? ? (Y/fO' 
READC*.2)MIS3 
IF(MIS3,EQ,'Y')G0 TO 503 . * * . , 
TYPE*,'•»*••**•••»••••**••*•***•*•*••••*****•*••**••*»*»••*»•• 
504 TYPE*,'FEED OBJECT RADIANCE PEADINGSj' 
READ(*.*)C0R(I).I=1,N) 
TYPE*,*•***•**•***•**> 
TYPE*;'ANY MISTAKE DURING FEEDING ? (Y/N)' 
READ(*,2)MTS4 
IF(MIS4.E0 'Y')GO TO 504 
TYPE*,'******••******•*•***»*•**•••****•*********•••******•**• 
505 TYPE*,'FEED OBJECT GAIN VALUFS ;' 
READ(*,*)tOG(I),I=l.N) 
TYPE*,*•**•*****•******••**•*•*••****•*******•••*******•••*•** 
TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE DURING FEEDING ? (Y/N)' 
READ(*,2)MIS5 
IFCMIS5.EQ.'Y')G0 TO 505 
TYPE*,'***•»**•»*****•**••****•**•*•****•***•*•***•****•****••' 
TYPE*,'TYPE DOWN MORE INFORMATIONS IF YOU WISH TO;' 
TYPE*,'NOTE;SUCH INFORMATION HUST NOT EXCEED 50 LETTERS IH ' 
506 TYPE*,'FIRST LINE & 66 LETTERS IN SECOND LINE' 
READ(*,2)INF 
READC*.2)IN 
TYPE*, ****•*********•***•**•**•******••******•**••**•*•*••*•* 
TYPE*.'ANY MISTAKE DURING FEEDING ? (Y/N)' 
READC*,2)MIS6 
IF{MIS6.EQ,'Y')Gn TO 506 
f««Jti4t)|;«l|Ef*4cv«4i«»«:|c«$f$^:tc)|cft;(Ef)|c«fff4i:(cf«4c:|cf4i;(i)|Ef;t;]^jt:)t:t***************^*!)'*^ 
*«««*4ct*********** CALrULATION SECTION ••***•••»**•**»****•*****»•**•** 
SBIR aO.O 
SBG sO.O 
50R sO.O 
SOG SO.O 
00 102 1=1,N 
SBIR sSBIR+BlRCI) 
SBG sSBG +RG(I) 
BNV(I)s BIRCI)/ BGCI) 
SOR aSOR +OR(I) 
SOG =SOG +OG(I) 
ONVCI)= OR(I)/ OG(I) 
IF(BNV(I),EQ,0.)GO TO 102 
RRP(I) = (:0NV(I)*100.)/BNV(I) 
102 CONTINUE 
••^•••••••••••••••••••^((•••••••••••••••••••Jlt •****•*•*•**•*••***••******** 
TYPE*,'DO YOn WANT TO DO RATIOING? (Y/N)' 
READ(*,2)YYY 
IF(YYY,EO.'N')GO TO 507 
4i«f!|[«f4[]|:)^»f til! |:!i!$«f«4:4(4E 4 ! * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'(''*' 
C PROGRAM RATIO 
TYPE*,'FEED THE RESULT-FILE*S NAME! ' 
READC*,15)FIL 
15 FORMATdSA) OPEN(UNlT=99,NAMEsFIL,TYPES'NEW') 
WRiTEC99h6) 
WRITE(99,20) 
WRITE ( 9 9 , 2 5 ) IN'ST . PRO J 
WRITE(99,35)IHST(I,L0C 
WRITE(99,45)T0P0,REF 
WRITE(99,55)LAT,L0NG 
WRITE(99,65)DATE,TIME 
WRITE(99,75)WETH,TEMP 
WRITE(99,85)SAZT,SELV 
WRITE(99,92)W0Nl,INCH92 
« WR1TE(99,U0)IMF 
- t WRITE(99,111)IM 
IIRITE(99;94) 
*«RITF(99,fS)0B.l 
^ I T E ( 9 9 , f I S 
^lTE(99.9f^) 
iJ J! 1 ! I I i 1 J 1 i • 1 1 ! ! 1 » ! J I 1 i i 1 ! ! ! i ' 1 I 1 ' ' ' ' ' • • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' > ' • ' ' ' » < I 
ijlEj^iyp^ 
90 F 0 R H A T ( 5 1 X , F 6 . 3 , 4 X , F ^ , 3 , 4 X , F 6 . 3 , 4 X , F 6 . 3 ) 
^®® C9gaS^$i'^Af'^Al'5X>6j.6X.H,3,4X,r8:l) 
l l f S ? i T 9 r ""^ ^*"-y B^ f^ PS R^rtu !S REQUIRED? ' 
READC*,*)N 
BANDsl 
DO K s l , 4 Ilif^KS'S^'P^^O TO 1001 
IF(BAND.EQ.2)G0 TO 1010 
IFCBAND.E0,3)G0 TO 1020 
TFtnuMD^va_ A^r.n m man 
) I 
1020 
1030 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1170 
1180 
GO TO 1U70 
J=7 
GO TO 1070 
JslO 
SUMsO.O 
DO 1080 I=J,J+2 
SUMsSUM + RRPd) 
AVEsSUM/3 
DO isi,n 
EGO(I)sI 
IF(EG0(I).EQ.1)G0 TO 1090 
IF(EG0CI).FQ.2)G0 TO U O O 
IF(EG0(I).EQ.3)Gn TO U I O 
IF(EG0(I).EQ,4)GC TO 1120 
Jsl 
GO TO 1170 
Js4 
GO TO 1170 
Js7 
GO TO 1170 
JslO 
SUMRaO.O 
AVER=0,0 
DO 1180 L=J,J+2 
AVERaSUMR/3,0 
IF(AVER.EQ,0.0)THEN 
RATIOdJaO.O 
ELSE 
RATID(I)sAVE/AVER 
PRINT*.RATIO(n 
GO TO 1181 
1182 END IF 
END DO 
GO TO 1183 
1181 WsN+1 
RATI01(M)sRATIn(T) 
GO TO 1182 
1183 BANDsBANP+l 
END DO 
IIs3 
MM = 0 
DO Isl,12 
TFfT Eu T I I T H F M 
WRITEC99,980)(LAMDA(T),BNV(I),nNVCI),RRP(I)) 
MMsMMfl 
WRITE(99,90)(RATIOl(WM),RATIOltMf4 + 4),RATIOlCMM + 8),RATIOl(H»'+12)) 
I I « I I + 3 
eiiSE 
W R 1 T E ( 9 9 , 9 8 0 ) ( L A M D A ( I ) , B N V ( I ) , O N V ( I ) , R R P ( I ) ) 
END IF 
END DO 
TYPE*.'DO YOU WANT TO CALCULATF FOR SIMPLE REFLECTAANCF? (Y/i-•) ' 
READ(*,2)YYY „ , 
' |r(YYY,E0,'N')GO TO 997 
41111$$ « « « 4c 41» «!|c :|: )ii 41 ^^ t^i 4: * * * i^  * f * >>: >)'* 4! * * * I*'* * 't: t >•: t )tc«It: f * * * 4: 4: * * f lie * • « * * * * * * 4:1= 
?iPE*,'GIVE THE NAME OF YOUR RESULT.FILE' fPE*,'NOTE:IT MUST RE MORE THAN 8 LETTERS/SPACES' 
EAD(».2)FILEE 
fPE*,*ANY MISTAKE DURING FEEDING ? (Y/N)' 
READC*,2)MIS7 
, , |F(MIS7.EU 'Y')GO TO 507 
»**«l#*»f»*****»* INFORMATION OUTPUT ••****••***•••»*•*•*•••••»***••••• 
„ 0PEN(UHIT=5,FlLE=FlLEK,STATUv«;='NEW) 
WRITE(5 10) 
10 FORMAT(40X,'RADIOMETRIC DATA COLLECTION , PROGPAN'MED BY AkVl^b K.SHARMA 
20 F0R«AT(i30('/')) 
WRITE£5,25)INST,PR0J 
25 F0RMAT(5X,'IfJSTlTUTE 
«RlTEC5,35)INSTU.LnC 
35 FORMATCbX,'INSTRUMENT 
WRITE(5,45)T0P0£REF 
45 FORMATCSX,'TOPOSHEFT NO 
WRITE£5,55)LAT.L0NG 
55 rOBHATC5X,'l.!S,TTTUDK 
WRITE(5.65)DATF,TIHE 
65 FORMATCSX.'DATF 
WRITE(5,75)WETH,TEMP 
75 FORMATCSX,'WEATHER 
WRITEC5-85)SAZT,SELV 
85 FORHAKSX.'SOLAR AZIUTH 
WRITEC5,92)M0NI,INCH92 
92 FORMATCSX,'SURVEYER 
WRITE(5,110)IMF 
',X,A35,3X,'PROJCT 
',X,A3b,3X,'LOCATION 
',X,A25,13X,'REFERENCE NO 
' , ly , ^ 25 ,\2% , 'LOMGlTVirvt-. 
',1X,A30,7X,'TIME 
',1X,A35,2X,'TEMPFRATUKE 
',X,A35,3X,'SOLAR ELEVATION 
',1X,A4^) 
',IX,A45) 
',1X,A?5) 
;',lX,A?b) 
:',lX,A3n) 
:',1X,A30) 
',X,A30) 
',IX,A35,2X,'PROJECT IHCHARGE :',X,A35) 
94 F0RMAT(130('*')) 
WRITE(5,95)0BJ . „„ . „ . .., 
95 FORMATC 17X,'IRRAOTANCE fBaS04)',30X,'RADIANCE OF: ',A35) 
WRITE(5,96) 
96 F0RHAT(130C'-')) 
WRITE(5 97) 
97 FORMAT (^X,'LAMnA',7X,'PANEL''S',7X,'GAIN'6X,'NORMALIZED', 14X,'PA 
lNEL'S%7X,'GATN'6X,*NnRf'AI;IZEnMOX,'RELATIVE %') 
WRITE(5 98 J 
98 FORMAT(§X. • [nMiC3',6X,'READINGM7X,'VALUE',19X,'READING', 1 7X,'V 
lALUE'.lSX.*REFLECTANCE') 
WRITE(5,99) 
99 FORMAT(nO('r')) 
1^1^1^1^1^1f.%•^H^1^1^%1^1^.%1^%1^1^1^i^ nATA OUTPUT SECTIDM ••*•*••••••••*»**••••******»* 
DO 1=1,N 
WRITEC5,101) LAMDA(t),8lR(I),PG(I),BNV(I),0RCI),0G(T),nNV(I),PRP( 
I I ) 
lOl F O R M A T ( 5 X , F 6 , l . f o X , F 7 . 4 , 7 X , F 4 . 1 , 7 X , F 8 , 5 , 1 4 X , F 7 , 4 , 7 X , F 4 . 1 , 7 X , F 8 . S 
1 , 1 0 X , F l i . 6 ) jEND DO 
f «1| f y « 9 f « « f « « * 4::(!» f f f « 4: ifi * 4! * f * 4^  f * * • ilc * ^ * t l i« *'^ •t'1: !|E <! « * )|< >•: 4:« * 4:« * * >)'4:4i f ^ * « «: » * » 4" 4^  4: 
WRITE(5,105) 
%m F0RMAT(130C'=' i ) 
CL0SE(5) 
TYPE*.'DO YOU WANT TO PLOT GRAPH OF THIS SET INDIVIDUALLY (Y/f)?' 
READ C "r 2) YY 
997 IF(yy.fQ,'Y',OR.y.EQ.'y')CALL TMGRAPH 
TYPE*,'DO YOU WANT TO CALCULATE FOR WQR R/^TA (Y/M)?' 
READ (•,2)WISH 
IF(V«ISH.EO,'Y')GO TO 500 
TYPE*,'DO YOU WANT THE GRAPH OF ALL DATA TOGETHER (Y/N)?' 
READ(*,2)Y2 
IF(y2.E0.'Y')CALL TMGRAPH 
1000 STOP 
END 
' SPECTER&L REFLPCTANCE CURVE 
• •••f»»#SI»»iM*INITIAt;iZATION SECTION OF PROGRAMME •••*•*•••*•*••*•*•» 
••••»f»#f*»»***#INITIALlZATION SECTION OF PROGRAMME »•*•»*»••*••*•*••*» 
SUBROUTINE TMGRAPH 
REAL LA 
DATA LA/450,485,520,520,560,600.630.660,690,760,830,900/ , 
DIMENSION L&(l25.RRh2)|A(l^),Ahl25,A3h2);A4(i2),ei(12),C2(l2) 
BYTE NOTEIT203 
DATA L 5 / " 0 1 0 4 2 l / C DATA L M A S K / " U l U l l l U U n i l / 
INTEGER 5yM(3),T,G,NCHAR(20) 
CHARACTER Ml ,Mi.W3,M4,M5,H6,M7,M8,M9,MiO,YIO 
CHARACTER»15 FlLEj-FILEl,FILE2, 
IFILE3.FILE4,FILES,FILE6,FILE?,FILES,FILE9 
2 FORMATCA) 
CALL M0DEC0,6y'TM.RES',0) 
*«*4<««4;f$»«fXO MANIPULATE THE PHYSICAL SIZE OF PAGE TO > 1 PAGE ******* 
NLOOPBO 
GOTO 6601 
601 NLOOPsNLOOPfl 
6601 XOrFSETa(7,2+l3iO)*NLOOP 
«»fi|i«ff««$«»««« OVER ************************** 
TYPE»,'THI5 PROGRAME PLOTS GRAPHS FOR RADIOMETRIC SIGNATURE UF u 
1IFFER§NT OBGECTS' 
TYPE*I'5?flSi3S"AvXlLAaLE"ASE"T^""""""" — — — 
TYPE*,'1-.T0 FEED THE DATA ON LINE' 
TYPE»,'2-T0 OBTAIN DATA REQUIRED FROM RADIOMETRIC DATA COLLh'CTIO'^ ' 
TYPE*,'PROGRAME WHICH IS ALREADY COMPUTED & AVAILABEL I^f THb' SYSTfcM' 
TYPE*,'FOR THE FIRST OPTION TYPE "1"' 
TYPE*,'FOR THE SECOND OPTIOf, TYPE "2"' 
READ(»e*)OPTION 
TYPE* ' 
TYPE*J'ANf"Ml2fXRS''lN*fEluiNG"?"TY7NT'"' —.— 
READ(*,2)M1 
IF(Ml,Pi'Y')GO TO 601 fYPE*,******************************************************** 
602 TYPE*,'THIS PROGRAME CAN HANDEL ONLY 5 SET OF DATA' 
TYPE*,'HOW MANY SET OF DATA DO IfOU HAVE TO PLOT THIRE GRAPH:' 
READ(*.*)SET 
TYPE* fYpl*I'A?JrMl5fIi?E''lN"FEfDING'?'TY7N7'""""" 
READ(*,2)M2 
IF(M2.E0,'Y')G0 TO 602 
TYPE*,'•****•*•**••••••***•***•••**••••*•*••**•****••*••**•**»' 
603 TYPE*,'TYPE NO, OF VARIATES IN EACH SET OF DATA' 
READ(»j*)T 
TYPE*J'AllY"MlSfAKE'*IN"FEf5lNG"?''TY7'T^""" * " — — 
READ(*,2)M3 
IFCM3.|Q,'Y')G0 TO 603 
TYPE*,'*•*•»*•»••**••*••»•••*••*•••••***••••»*••**»**•••••*•*•' 
IF(0PTI0N,EO,2)GO TO 11 
*******$***:^i^ ON-LINE SECTION OF PROGRAMME ******^***:iinti****it*****!$***** 
«f««««ff««««:|, ON.LINE SECTION OF PROGRAMME **************************** 
604 J8l 
12 TYPE*.'TYPE A COMPLETE SET UF DATA' 
READ(*.*)CLA(I),RR(I),1=1,T) TYPE*, *™..-.,'« 1™I —-—- .«. ' 
TYPE*.'ANY HISfAKE IN FEEDING ? CY/NT' 
READC»,2)M4 
IF(M4.EQ,'Y')Gn TO 604 
TYPE*,********************************************************' 
605 TYPE*,'EACH SYMBOL IS TO REPRESENT A SPECIFIC OBJECT 4, IS ASSIG.« 
ID TO A SPECIFIC NO. BETWEEN 1 TO 21 & 33 TO 127' 
TYPE*.'TYPE THE NO, YOU PREFER' 
READ(*.*)SYM(J) 
TYPE*,*TYPE NAME OF THE OBJECT FOR WHICH SYMMOU Hh$ bKEh If^rHOuOCtJ' 
READ(*,40l)(NOTEl(JJ),JJsl,20) 
401 FORMATC20A) 
PRINT*.NOTEl 
TYPE*,*TYPE NO, OF LETTERS Ih THE FEEDED NAKF,' 
REAO(*,*)NCHAR?J) 
PRINT*.NOTEl 
TYPE*,*TYPE NO. OF LETTERS IN THE FEEDED NAME' 
READ I 
>(*j*)NCHAR?J) 
TYPE*.'AN? ^IsfAKf IN FIIOING ? (Y/K)' 
READC»,2)M5 
IF(M5.|Q,'Y')G0 TO 605 
TYPE*. *•**•*•***•*•••••»•*•***•••***••*•**••*****•••*»•»•*•••' 
IFCOPTION.EQ.DGO TO 15 
!!!!•••••*••••»•• DATA FILE READING SECTION •••***•••***•*••»••*•*••*•• 
*»«*«««>|t**»4e««««« OATA FILE READING SECTION *»•*•••»•»••••»•••••••*»»»» 
11 TYPE*,'FEED THE TEXT-FILE NAME(S)' 
I F ( 5 E T . G E . 1 ) R E A D ( * # 2 T F I L E 
I F.CSJT , GJUU CAlA jS&XmXJUEJLE) i i n . i f i I p i i K a n i l M 
403 
97 
402 
606 
too 
iOl 
503 
607 
102 
504 
608 
IF(SET,GE,3)CAl,L ASSIGN ( 3 .FILE2) 
IF(SET,GE.4)READ(».2)fILE3 
IF(SET.GE,4)CALI^ ASSIGN (6.FILE3) 
IF(SET,GE.5)READ(*,2)FILE4 
IF(SET.GE.5)CALL ASSIGN(4,FILE4) 
IF(SET.GE,65 READ(•.2)FILES 
IF(5ET,GE.6)CALL ASSIGN(12,FILES) 
IF(SET,GE,7)READ(*,2)FILE6 
IF(SET,GE,7)CALL ASSIGN(U,FILE6) 
IF(SET.GE.8)REA0(*,2)FILE7 
IF(SET,GE,8)CALL ASSIGNC1,FILE7) 
IFCSET,GE.9)READ(*,2)FILE8 
IF(SET,GE,9)CALL ASSIGN(10,FILES) 
IF(SET,GE,10)THEN 
TYPE*,*PROGRAME IS ABORTED,BECAUSE IT CAN"! 
lACCOMODATE MORE THAN NINE(9)SET OF DATA* 
GO TO lOOO 
ELSE 
END IF 
G8i 
KM A 
READ(9,») 
KaK + 1 
IF(K.LE,18) GOTO 403 
DO 9? Isi.T 
READC9,402HLACI),A(I),A2(1),A3(I),A4(1),C1(I),C2(1),HR(IJ) 
TYPE*,LA(1),RR(I) 
CONTINUE 
FQRMAT(5X,F6,l,6X,F7.4,9X,F4,l,9X,F8,5,15X,F7,4,9X,F4.1,9X,F8.b 
1,14X,F11,6) 
TYPE*, 
TYPE*. 
IND TO 
TYPE*. 
READ(* 
TYPE*, 
READC* 
PRINT* 
TYPE*. 
READC* 
TYPE*, 
TYPE*. 
READC* 
IFCH6. 
TYPE*, 
GO TO 
Kal 
READCS 
KsKfl 
IFCK, 
DO I 
READC8 
TYPE*. 
END DO 
TYPE*, 
ID TO 
TYPE*. 
READC* 
TYPE*. 
IFCSET 
READC* 
PRINT* 
TYPE*. 
READC* 
TYPE*, 
TYPE*. 
READC* 
IFCM7. 
TYPE*, 
GO TO 
Ksi 
READC3 
K=K + 1 
IFCK, 
DO IB 
READC3 
TYPE*. 
END DO 
TYPE*. 
IND TO 
TYPE*. 
READC* 
TYPE*. 
IFCSET READC* PRINTTYPE*^
LE 
EACH SYMBOLE IS TO REPRESENT A SPECIFIC OBJECT & IS ASSI^, 
A SPECIFIC NUMBER' 
TYPE THE NO, YOU PREFER' 
*)SYMCG) 
TYPE NAME OF THE OBJECT FOR WHICH SYMBOLE IS INTROl'UCKJ' 
401)CN0TE1CJJ),JJ=1,20J 
NOTEl 
TYPE NO, OF LETTERS IN THE FEEDED NAME' 
*)NCHARfG) 
ANY"MfSfSKS"lN"'FEEDING''?"'Y7NT" 2 1M6 
Q,'Y')GO TO 606 
%%%%%%%1^^1^1(,il^%%1^^1^%^%%1^1^1(.1^%%%^^1^%1^1^i^^%i(.1(.1^1^^%•l^i^%i^%1^t^1^1^%^^^* 
5 
*) 
,18) GOTO 503 
402)CLACI)»A(I),A2(I),A3CI),A4(I),C1CI),C2(I),HRCI)) 
ACI),RRCI) 
EACH SYMBOLE IS TO REPRESENT A SPECIFIC OBJECT h IS AiiSlG^  
SPECIFIC NUMBER' 
TYPE THE NO. YOU PREFER' 
*)SYMCG) 
TYPE NAME OF THE OBJECT FOR i^ HICH SYMBOLE IS IMRuDUCtl' 
GT,l)TYpE*,'NAME OF SECOND OBJECT' 
40i)CNQTElCJJ),JJsl,20) 
NOTE! 
TYPE NO, OF LETTERS IN THE FEEUED NAME' 
•)NCHARCG) 
ANY MISTAKE IN FEEDING ? (Y/N)' 
,2)M7 
EO.'Y'JGO TO b07 
5 
•) 
LE,18) GOTO 504 
402)CLACI),A(I),A2(I),A3CI),A4CI),CIC1),C2CI),HHC1)J 
A(I),RRCI) 
EACH SYMBOLE IS TO REPRESENT A SPECIFIC OBJECT & IS ASSiG 
A SPECIFIC NUMBER' 
TYPE THE NO, YOU PREFER' 
*)SYM(G) 
TYPE NAME OF THE OBJECT FOR WHICH SYMBOLE IS INTRODUCED' 
GT,2)TYPE*.'NAME OF THIRED OBJECl' 
40lHNOTEHJJ),JJal,20) 
NOTEl 
TYPE NO, OF LETTERS IN THE FEEDED NAME' 
I 
XYPE*,'iyPE NO, OF LETTERS IM THE FLEDED NAME' 
READ(»f*)NCHAR?G) 
TYplJj'ANrMiSfAKi-irfiiBra-rcY/NT' ' 
READ(»,2)M10 
IF(M10,EQ,'y')GO TO 612 
TYPE*.'•••••*»•••••••••*»**•••»•••»•»•*••••*•»•*•*••*•**•*»•••' 
GO TO 15 
107 K=l 
509 READClr*) 
K«K+t 
IF(K,LE.18) GOTO 509 
READclj402HLA(I),ACI)#A2(I),A3(l),A4(l),CUI),C2(l),KH(I)) 
TYPE*.t.A(!),RR(I) 
END Du 
613 nPE»i'EACH SYMBOLE IS TC REPRESENT A SPECIFIC OBJECT i. IS ASSlu 
IND to A SPECIFIC NUMBER* 
TYPE*,'TYPE THE NO, YOU PREFER* 
READ(*.»j SYM(G) 
TYPE*i*TYPE NAME OF THE OBJECT FOR WHICH SYMBOLE IS IMRODUCbu' 
IF(5ET,GT,4,AND,5ET.EQ.5)TYPE»,'TYPE NAME OF FIFTH OBJECT' 
READ(*,40i)(N0TEl(JJ),JJal,20) 
TYPE»,*TYPE NO, OF LETTERS IN THE FEEDED NAME' 
READC*.*)NCHAR(G) 
TYPE? •• — -. «. TYPE*; 'ANY^MISIIKFI N-FIIDINGTTY/NT" 
READ(*,2)M10 
IF(MiO,EO.'Y')GO TO 613 
TYPE*f'•»••••••••••••*••*••*••*••***•••**•••••*•*••*****•*****' 
GO TO 15 
108 Ksl 
510 READCIO,*) 
KsK+l 
IF(K,LE,18) GOTO 510 
DO I»1,T 
READ(10,402)(LACI),A(I),A2CI),A3(I),A4(I),C1(I),C2(I),RR(1)) 
TYPE*#LA(I),RR(I) 
END DO 
614 TYPE*.'EACH SYMBOLE IS TO REPRESENT A SPECIFIC OBJECT & IS A5SJG 
IND TO A SPECIFIC NUMBER' 
TYPE*.'TYPE THE NO. YOU PREFER' 
READC*.*) SYMCG) ^ , 
TYPE*»*TYPE NAME OF THE OBJECT FOR WHICH SYMBOLE IS INTKODUCtD' 
IFCSE1,GT,4,AND.5ET,EQ,5)TYPE*,'TYPE NAME OF FIFTH OBJECT' 
R E A D C * , 4 0 1 H N O T E l C J J ) , J J s l , 2 0 ) 
PRINT*,NOTEl 
TYPE*,*TYPE NO, OF LETTERS IN THE FEEDEP NAME' 
READC*.•)NCHAR?G) 
TYPE* •• — — 
TYPE*I'li7"Mfsfl\KE"lN'*FEfDIN6'?''Y7N')""""' — — — 
READC*,2)M10 
lFtM10,EQ,'Y')GO TO 614 
TYPE*.'**•**•*•*•**••»••••»•**••*»••*•»••*•*•**»•»••••»••»*•••' 
••••••**•********•• PLOTTING SECTION OF PROGRAMME *•»••*•*»••••*••** 
«««4(««#g«««:|;««i|i;(c|t«* PLOTTING SECTION OF PROGRAMME ••»••»**••••**•**• 
15 ^^^^^CALL FACTORCO.e) 
•••••••*|0 RESTOR ORIGINAL PEN SIZE TO PLOT 2nd AND MORE CURVES *•*•*** 
•••••••,jji4»!ssia''SkR''inu????*J************** 
*••»• »«>XOFFSET 3s> TO INCREASE THE PAGE SIZE ALONG X-COORDINATE »•**• 
*»******S^^^ M0DEC2,17,25,9999,,X0FFSET) 
4r»«»«r«««««f«:«4i«4i;»« OVER •**•»•**•*****•**••**•*•**•»•»•»• 
CALL M0DEC3,14,25,9999,.9999.) 
CALL M0DEC7,12!,12.,9999,) 
CALL M0DEC8,455.,S6,.999§.) 
CALL M0DEC9,0,,10..9999,) 
CALL ORAWCLA,Rft,T,441) 
CALL NOTECLA.RR,SYMCG),-T) 
CALL WHERECX1,YI,Z) 
******-.*CALL N0TECX1 + J2,Y1,N0TE1.NCHAR(G)) 
4**^***^***$^^*^:^ CONTINUATION •••••••***•**»»••*»•*•*• j^ i^ ***••••*»••**•» 
IFCOPTION.EQ.DJaJt l 
IFC0PTI0N,EQ,1 ,AND,J .LE,SET)G0 TO 12 
IFfOPTION.EQ,l ,AND,J,GT.SET)GO TO 14 
IFCOPTIOW.EQ,2!GSG+I 
IF CG,EQ,2 ,AND.G.LE,SET)GO TO 101 
IF CG.E0.3,AND.G.LE,5ET)G0 TO 102 
}£,i<'A|Q«*»AND.G,LE.SET)GO TO 103 
{CJ«t|Q.5.AND,G.LE.SET) GO TO 104 
ICiS'lS'S'^^'^'G.I^E.SET) GO TO 105 |FCG,EQ,7,AND.G.liE,SET) GO TO 106 
idS IS«S«^^S«G'l'S» T) 7
*.**.***in§l 9i2lSS2» ^E.S 5 8
C CALL NOTE ( 14,0 ,14,0, ' „„»-«-,» . — . . 
C 1 ' 45) 
CSCfl fioiEC7,0,-2,2,'PROGHAMME BY AHVIND K. SHAKMA',2y) 
CALL M0DEC4,.6,.26.9999.) 
CALL M0DEC6,3,;9999,,9999,) 
CALL NOTECO.O,16,5,'SPECTRAL REFLtCTANCfc: CURVE',2b) 
3|c«f>|(«y)^« TO RESTORE THE VHRlTING PEN SIZE TO ORIGINAL •»***•••*••»••••*• 
]|cf««:»««4c TO RESTORE THE WRITING PEN SIZE TO ORIGINAL ••»•*••»»»**•»••** 
CALL M0DEC6,1,,9999,.9999.) 
CALL M0DEC4,,2,,134,9999.) )|:4i4(««*««««««f« OVER •»••••*»•»•••*•••*»•»••••* 
«f«i|;««fff;|i«««« OVER »*»•»»$••»•»•••»«•••••»••• 
CALL MODE(10,FLOAT(L5),9999.,9999.) 
CALL F0RM(10,l,,l,l0.5) 
C CALL FACTOR(I,5 
IS "TM.RES;"' 
C CALL NgTE(10.4,0,0,' ',1) 
1000 TYPE*,'NAME OF'YOUR RESULT.FILE *« x..,.^ ,^^ , 
TYPE»,'DO YOU WANT TO PLOT MORE GHAFHSa/N)' 
READ(».2)Y10 
CLOSE(9) 
CLOSET"" 
CLOSEI 
CLOSEI 
CLOSEI 
CLOSEI 
CLOSEI 
CLOSE(l) 
CLOSE(IO) 
IF(Y10,EQ.'Y')GO TO 601 
*)|i«f«v««« fO POSH THE LAST PAGE FORWARD FOR SETTING *•••*•**••***••*•*• 
X0FFSET«(7.2+12.9)•CNLOOP+1) 
CALL M0DE(2.17,25,9999,,XOFFSET) 
««««f«*«)|:f»«»*«f« OVER *••••*•••»»••*)([•**••• 
CALL DRAW(0.,0,,0.,9999,) 
RETURN 
END 
